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TAKE ALL THE GUESSWORK OUT OF
TVRO INSTALLAilONS AND T.I. ANALYSIS

WITH AVCOM'S NEW PSA-35
PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER

ASK ANY TVRO DEALER WHO OWNS AN AVCOM PSA.35 PORTABLE SPECTRUM ANALYZER'

With AVCOM's PSA-35 Por-
table Spectrum Analyzer You
can measure and document
TVRO system Performance
after instal lat ion or service.
Troubleshoot system Problems
by observing output signals
from LNA's, BDC's, LineAmPs
and Splitters, and other RF
signal comPonents. Measure
block system signal balance.

ldentify and resolve Ter-
restrial Interference Problems
quickly and precisely by displaying offending signals
on thePSA-35. Customers can be shown the nature of
T.l. problems for clearer understanding.

AVCOM's high performance PSA-35 Spectrum
Analyzer becomes even more attractive when price is

SSC-70 SIGNAL SAMPLER AND CALIBRATOR -

AVCOM's new Si g nal Sam pler and Cal i brator, SSC-70'
is designed for use with the AVCOM PSA-35 Portable
Spectrum AnalYzer.

The first function of the SSC-70 is to sample TVRO
downconverter lF signals in the 30 to 200 MHz range.
The lF signal is looped through the SSC-70 between
the downconverter and the satellite receiver. Tuning

voltage present in the lF coax
is passed from the receiver to
the downconverter unaltered.
The lF signal is samPled and is
available on the "SAMPLED

; {Fl |r" rtjt!i1,9,1!," P-l:11.st".":
-{:ii*1"t-l*ri'l j - 1

9t:l i"t': ..: ' trum Analyzer is connected to
this port and the lF signal can be accurately measured
and examined.

lf Terrestrial Interferencefilters are in the lFcoax line,
they can be tuned precisely so that video quality is
preserved while T.l. is minimized.

Also an internal oscillator operating at 70 MHz, with
harmonics at 140 MHz and beyond provides a quick
means of checking amplitude calibration and frequency

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE: AVCOM, 500
Southfake Blvd., Richmond, VA 232fi or call (804)
794-2fi0. To order, call, 1 -8d)-44&2500.

considered. The PSA-35 is
$1965. Nothing on the market
offers its performance at a
comparable price.

Progressive TVRO Dealers,
Repair Centers, and Manufac-
turers will find AVCOM's PSA-
35 Spectrum AnalYzerto bean
indispensable instrument for
rapid testing and alignment of
satellite equipment. Problems
that  migh t  o therw ise  take

\ hours, even daYs to resolve,
can be identified and corrected in minutes, saving
money and time, and reinforcing customers' con-
fidence and trust. In terms of time saved and customer
good will, an AVCOM Spectrum Analyzer will pay for
itself quickly.

AVCOM'S PSA-35 SPECTRUM ANALYZER
BECOMES EVEN MORE VERSATILE WHEN USED

WITH THESE NEW ACCESSORIES!
setting of the PSA-35 Spectrum Analyzer. Two output
signafamplitude settings are available, one at -30 dBm
aM another at -50 dBm (at 70 MHz). The output level is
selected by a front panel switch. The calibration
oscillator is powered by the PSA-35 LNA/BDC power
through the input connector. A front panel LED
indicates when the oscillator is on.

TISH4O TERRESTRIAL INTERFERENCE SURVEY
HORN. AVCOM's new Terrestrial InterJerence Survey
Horn, TISH-4O, is designed to be used in conjunction
with the PSA-35 Portable SPectrum
Analyzer for site surveys.

The TISH-4O Terrestrial Interfer-
ence Survey Horn features 18 dB
gain in the 3.7 to 4.2 GHz range of
frequencies. lt is highly directional
with high gain and rugged construc-
tion. Terrestrial I nterference sources
can be  p inPo in ted  qu ick lY  and
accurately to increase the utility of the versatile PSA-35
Spectrum Analyzer. 1/4-20 stainless nuts pressed into
the flange make LNA assembly and disassembly quick
and easy.

AVCOM's PSA-35 - THE MOST VALUABLE TEST
INSTRUMENT YOU CAN BUY FOR INSTALLING
AND SERVICING TVRO SYSTEMS!!



Echosphere Gorp.: Because
somebody has to go first.

Going first requires innovative
thinking. Taking the risks to turn
ideas into reality. Plotting the
course for others to folloW.

Echosphere Corporation has
been the leader in TVRO since the
industry's inception. Leadership
which has made us the most
respected distributor of home
satellite products and services in
the world. Leadership that is
definingthe course ofthe industry.

First with
National Distribution

With Echosphere, you get the
power of our national distribution
network and the thorough under-
standing of your local market
that you'llfind at each regional
facility.

First in Product Selection
We're a stocking distributor for

over 60 manufacturers.

First with
Same Day Shipping

Echosphere is the first truly
national distributor. Our five
locations-Knoxville. Dallas.
Denver, Phoenix and Sacramento-
allow us to provide normal delivery
nationwide in only 48 hours.

First in
Competitive Pricing

We buy in large volurne and
pass the savings on to you.

First in
Product Knowledge

Our sales people are knowledge-
able professionals, not order-takers.

First in Dealer Support
We provide excellent support

with dealer financing, co-op
advertising, technical service and
dealer training seminars.

First Internationally
With Echosphere International,

our commitment doesn't stop at
the border.

First in
Satellite Development

Antares, our 12 GHz satellite
project means a bright future for
our dealers.

Become Part of the
First Team

The finest products, first-rate
service, competitive prices and a
commitment to excellence in all
we do have made Echosphere the
leader in the satellite television
industry. Call us today and dis-
cover why working with the leader
is the fast track to first place.

*Caf l Tof l Free Nationwide {'SOO,521"9r29i2
5671 Warehouse Way 2510 w. Geneva Dr. 1925 W. Dartmouth Ave. 390t La Reunion Parkway .10536 Lexington Drive
Sacramenlo, CA 95826 Tempe, AZ 85282 Englewood, CO 80110 Dallas, TX 75212 Knoxviile, TN 37922
916.38t"5084 602-431.0900 303-761-4782 214-630-8625 6.!5-966-4114

-Dealers Only The Distributor







F luke . First Family of DN,tN[s .
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When accuracy, performance and value
are important, professionals the world over
look to Fluke - the first family of DMMs.

Reliable Fluke-quality 3t/z- or 41/z-digit
DMMs fit every need - from design en-
gineering to industrial troubleshooting.

Theres the low-cost 70 Series - the
most DMM you can get for the money. The
tough 20 Series - totally sealed and built
to survive the dirtiest, grimiest, r0ughest
jobs. The reliable 80208 Series - made
to withstand the rigors of the field service
environment. The orecise 80604 Series -
the most powerful and complete test and
measurement system available in a hand-
held package. And, of course, the versatile
Bench/Portables that carry 0n the Fluke
tradition for precision and durabil ity in
lab-quality bench instruments.

Fluke comes in first again with the
worlds largest selection of quality ac-
cessories to help extend the capabilities of
your DMM even further.

Theres no need t0 look anywhere else.
Uncompromising Fluke design and lead-
ing edge technology are the reasons why
attemots at imitation will never fool the
millions of professionals that accept noth-
ing less than a Fluke.

For your nearest distributor 0r more
i nformation, call tollJree
1-800-426-0361.

FROM THE \yORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MUTTIMETERS.

FLIJKE
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JANUARY
1 986 SATELLITE DICEST
Our Gover/ TVRO Dealers, the
foundation of our industry, have
just come through a rough year.
Here, dealers attending SVS
(Satellite Video Services) training
seminar seem anxious and ready
to ' tu rn  i t  a round ' in  1986.
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H OM ESATP the Sci e ntifi c-Atla nta
satellite system for the home,
is the latest addition to the first
family of satel l i te communica-
t ions. And the resemblances
are str iking.

From huee broadcast instal-
lations (ABe, CBS, HBO, ESPN
and their affiliates) to commercial

systems (like those used by
Holiday lnn, Hil ton and

Sheraton Hotels)to
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private networks and now to
the home. The generations of
Scientific-Atlanta q ual ity and
value come throuih lold and
clear in this latest evolution-a
satellite system for the home
called HOMESAT.

RIGOROUS DESIGN
HOMESAT system predecessors
have proven time and again the
value of a complete system.
Uplink and downlinki matched
for superior performance. All
system components designed
to play together, to work together
as a complete unit.

The HOMESAT svstem re-
mains true to its roots with the
HOMESAT@800 block con-

version receiver and the
HOMESAT@8000 per-

forated antenna

paired together for unparalleled
penormance.

MANUFACTURING
EXCELTENCE

High volume manufacturing
experience is a plus with the new
HOMESAT systems. Antennas
ire mass produced using the
Iatest, soph isticated stam pi ng
techniques. And system elec-
tronics are subjected to the same
quality tests and standards used
to maintain performance levels
in Scientific-Atlanta low cost set-
top terminals and U.S. Covern-
ment and militarv contract work.

Stdndards have to be high
where performance is critical.
And there are no higher stan-
dards than those for HOMESAT-
and Scientific-Atlanta.

COMPREHENSIVE
DEALER SUPPORT

HOMESAT comes to you with a
program that gives all you d
expect from an industry leader.
Expect free technical assistance,

regional training clinics and co-
op adveftising programs. Expect
extensive support materials in-
cluding signage, brochureq ad
kits and point-of-purchase aids.
Expect the program to work
harder than anv other dealer
suppoft program available.

ONE-STEP DISTRIBUTION
A factory direct distribution
system with Regional Distribution
Centers puts HOMESAT prod-
ucts, technical support and
warranty service at your finger-
tips. A fast phone call and faster
response can save davs and
doilars on your balance sheet.

HOMESAT and Scientific-
Atlanta. Strong family ties that eo
back generations. Ahd famili
tra.its like quality, reliability and
value that are stronger than ever.
These are the herit-aee that
HOMESAT systems [ive up to.
These are the traditions that make
HOMESAT one of the best home
system buys in the industry.

Our experience is showing.

By Scientific-Atlanta



Editor's View

Coop's Sqtellite
Commenls

Aluminum Mesh dish damaged by Elna. In our view, the dish was
defective to begin with before the winds blew.

Another Hurricane View
Our first look at the etfects ot a hunicane appeared in the October

1Sth issue of CSD when we reviewed the reports coming in from deal-
ers along the west coast of Florida after early-September Elena pass-
ed over that portion of the world. An extensive report of a much more
devastating storm, Kate, as it moved over our own Providenciales test
range appears in this issue. There is more.

Nancy Turpin-Sherwood, who is Vice-President oJ Operations for
Odom Antennas, sent along a set of photographs and a story written
by aTVRO dealer in Hattiesburg, Mississipi;William L. Geoghagan of
Star-Scan, Inc. Bill's story basically was that in his area mesh anten-
nas blew into smithereens, spun metal dishes folded up and fiberglass

Spun Metal dish was turned into a reiected frisbee by Elena.

dishes "merely bent their pole mounts." After looking at Bill's report
and studying the photos he had taken, I think they should all be glad
our Kate did not rip through their area.

I share some of the key photos with you here. Let's talk about the
mesh dish that lost its feed and much of its surface first. I am not im-
pressed with the method (whatever it may have been) used to attach the
mesh to the parabolic (strut) surface. lf the screen flew loose but the
hub-to-mount right angle plates I see in this photo held together, the
screen may have been attached with chewing gum. Those plates
should have gone long before the screen came loose. I cannot see

CSD/January 1986 COOP/ continued on page 67



"Serving the Southwest" rvrember SAfNel
l n t e r n a t r o n a  S a t e l l i t e  r i -  I

D r s t r i b u t o r A s s o c i a t i o n  l l l t

DISTRIBUTORS

K[T.COMPA|IIBLE?

Call SATELLITE RELAY for
KU-compat ib le RAYDX antenna

FRE E lf,$atftilRtroN PA.KAGETRGHDE-cA: 1-800 -445-1555
SATELLother: 1-800-458-1555
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Industry Perspective

Caught Between
Pity the poor chap who entered the TVRO business as an

insta l l ing reta i ler  in ,  say,  1982 or '83 or  even 1984'  He has wi t -
nessed profound changes in his marketplace and just when he
felt that he knew and understood his business, and could cope
wi th the unusual  requi rements of  TVRO reta i l ing,  a l l  o f  the
rules have changed.

"Last year, in October, our shop sold and installed 38 sys-
tems. Our average price was $3,050. This year we sold four in-

Stute

0lThe

lndustry

stalled systems in October and the average price was $3,200.
I don't understand what has happened!"

The reports have flooded in and they basically say the
same thing; the retail ing of TVRO has rapidly changed and in
just a year the 'established retailers' are a vanishing breed of
business person. For many, even a majority, of those who
have established successful retail ing businesses, their future
is in grave doubt.

10 CSD/Januarv 1 986



PBOMOTIONAL EFFORT by regional Uniden distributor in
southeast was mailed to millions of US homes in target market-
ing area. Mail featured prominent stand from President Reagan
concerning legality of TVRO.

"l don't understand what all of the fuss is. We sold 76 sys-
tems in November and my three salesman have more leads
than they can possibly follow up on. I wish I could f ind two more
top notch salesman and a half dozen new guys to help with the
insta l la t ions.  Business is  fantast ic l "  The other  s ide:  upDear re-
tailers engaging in heavy advertising, caref ully selected retail-
ing locations in malls, and high business traffic locations, are
reporting more business than they are capable of servicing."l know the answer. At least, it is working for us. The first

RESPONSE advertising funded by TVRO distributor (Startech,
Inc. of Virginia et al) points out that consumers wil l have the
choice of subscribing to scrambled channels (or not), and,"there wil l always be abundant programming available from
other satell i te services that have no intention to scramble..."

th ing the reta i ler  must  do is  to  s top handl ing brand names
which every other full and part-t ime dealer in his area is carry-
ing. We found that out when we were handling Drake and later
DX. These are such widely distributed products in our areas
that customers who shop around invariably end up shopping
only for price. I refuse to sell systems for gl 0O profit; there is no
way I can stand behind the system or service it for that kind clf
profit! So, I switched to Scientif ic Atlanta and more recently to
Kenwood. I wil l probably add the USS Maspro SFI-3 for the

i l

i l
i . . l
r l
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top-end systems. I want my systems to be different from the
others being offered in this area and I have to be very carelul to
select products which other dealers around here are not carry-
ing. I can sell the different products, but I can't compete with
people who don't think they have to make a profit l"

This dealer who is well known in the industry has already
survived the latest shake-out in dealerships. He worried
through a tough spring and summer and then finally de-
veloped his own sell ing strategy.

The number one story in 1985 has been the great dealer
shake-out. Dealers who made up perhaps 75'/" of lheindustry
product traffic during ' ' l  984 found themselves virtually out of
business by the middle of 1985. Some say these established
dealers were not as established as they thought; worse yet,
they were not ready to handle the changes in the marketplace
which came in 1985.

"lt really started at the distributor level. When Uniden and a
handful of others such as STS and DX and Drake became
such dominant forces in the marketplace, virtually every dis-
tributor in the country ended up handling these products. With
sales spiels offered to the distributor salesmen by the OEMs,
naturally certain brands got pushed over others. This year's
crop of new dealers, whether fullt ime or part-t ime, were
brought up on a handful of major brand names. They bought
what everyone else bought, and then flooded the retail mar-
ketplace with these identical packages. When everyone offers
the same oroducts. there is orice erosion. lt is a law of the retail
jungle," commented the dealer.

Sales were off in 1985. Nobody is sure by how much, since
we have passed yet another year and sti l l  have no verif iable
measurement system in place to track our growth. The best
and most educated guesses suggest this year saw between
460,000 and 500,000 complete systems moved at retail. This
is significantly below the early-'85 predictions of 600,000 to
750,000 units. When all of the units are counted, it appears
that this wil l have been a year of modest growth (perhaps 10-
12"/") over 1984.

The marketplace was badly fragmented during 1985. Price
erosion at the retail level was worse in 1985 than in any previ-
ous year in memory. Systems that retailed for $2995 in Jariu-
ary were typically going to retail customers for $2295 in
November. Low-profit retail shops and a new influx of part-
t ime satell i te dealers were the cause of much of this change.
'Plus installation' sell ing was another cause.

A number,of electronic and high tech retail chains and dis-
counters entered TVRO during 1985. Crazy Eddy (metro New
York), Brands Mart, and others primarily interested in sell ing,
not install ing, significant volumes of merchandise moved in on
TVRO during 1985. Their efforts were experimental; products
were sold 'as is, 'with the customer arranging for installation on
his own. Or, prices were exclusive of installation but the seller
would arrange for contract installation. Numerous dealers
were tempted with $300-$500 contract installation fees during
1 985-fees being paid by volume merchandisers who wanted to
sell but who did not want the headache of installation or service.

Not all of the mass merchandising experiments were con-
ducted by volume discounters. Burdines, a well-known Florida
department store, lent its name to a system packager who, in

turn, offered satell i te systems to Burdines customers. Typi-
cally, the merchandiser, operating as a contract agent, re-
ceives floor space to display the satell i te system. But he does
litt le or no training of Burdines personnel; rather, he operates
his own telephone sell ing network using customer (credit
card) l ists acquired from the department store. The customer
believes he (or she) is purchasing a "Burdines Satell i te Sys-
tem" when in truth the system has been packaged, is being of-
fered by, and is being sold by a totally unrelated merchandiser
who is simply paying the store a commission fee for use of
their name. lt works, as elated Burdine store managers wil ltell
you.

Big ticket systems are not dead either. In upstate New
York, an aggressive swimming pool sales operation head-
quartered in western New York averaged nearly 100 systems
per month all through the fall. The sell ing price for the 10 foot
systems? Over $6,000 each. The hook? Financing; mid-and
longterm financing and a sophisticated direct sell ing
technique that begins with a number-by-number sequential
telephone solicitation that grinds through every telephone in
the area over a period of a year. Hard work? Of course. But
when their systems sell for more than twice the national aver-
age and they are among the largest 'dealer operations' in the
nation, who can argue with the results?

Mom and Pop Have Suffered
For every Burdines that is doing well, there are a dozen

'Mom and Pop' retailers who have felt the sting of near disas-
ter. People who devoted several years and all of their ap-
titudes and energies to developing a TVRO dealership are on
the ropes, reeling, and uncertain what hit them. The cause of
their problems is diff icult to pinpoint on a universal basis.
Scrambling, or fear of scrambling, is certainly one problem.
But. it hardly explains the success of Burdines and other retail-
ers who seem to be doing very well in spite of the misfortunes
that have hit the more traditional retailers. Here, in my opinion,
are the three major problems:

One/ Traditional (TVRO) retailers may have been too
slow to adapt to change-product and market attitude
change. The strength of the traditional retailer has been
his specialized knowledge of TVRO, his abil ity to an-
swer questions about how systems work, what services
are available, and how he can configure a system to suit
the individual needs of a customer. TVRO knowledge is
no longer diff icult to attain; there are three customer-
oriented TVRO magazines on newsstands and several
of the guide products are also sold there now. ln short,
the need for entry-level specialized knowledge is now
much less acute than it was even one year ago. The
traditional dealer is in the same spot as the manufac-
turer of milking stools was when milking machines were
introduced; his time has passed.

Two/ With more customers being knowledgeable, it
is more diff icult to charge for expedise. System prices
have dropped and TVRO systems have become just
another commodity. Buyers are now buying features
they can understand and appreciate and they usually
have two or more sources to conduct comparison shop-
ping. Price, not important in years past, has become the

t 14 CSD/Januarv 1g8b



cLEVER' cable'tunded anti-TvRo advertising urges consumers notto buyTVRo becauseof unknown, hidden costs in TVRo sys-
Iilil:"ft'o' 

Advertisement points up scramiting costs ("hundreds of doilars for descrambting "qripm"nt and monrhty ser-

number one item on most customer minds. Established
dealers, unwill ing to accept that their expertise is no
longer as needed, have been unwill ing to re_price their
systems accordingly
Three/ Fear of product is gone. TVRO was black_box
electronics two years ago. Customers needed the hand_
holding assurance of the knowledgeable dealer before,
during, and after the sale. Designers have removed
much of the mystery and much of the ,black magic.,
This, coupled with easrer access to basic TVRO infor_
mation in consumer magazines and reference books,
has improved the customer's confidence level in the
hardware itself. In short, the dealer's importance ls no
longer an essential ingredient in a system sale. That,s
tough for an old-l ine and established dealer to acceot.

And Scrambling
Scrambling talk has hurt TVRO sales. Scrambling itself, to

date, has had minimal effect on sales. The cable people have
clearly won this battle because they were intell igent enough to
play on people's basic fears.

"l feel sorry for those people who paid $3,000 for a home
dish system." You wonder why anyone with more than 100

channels of television should be an object for pity."Scrambling. 
They are going to scramble all of those chan-

nels; those poor people wil l not get all of that free TV anymore.
They just wasted their money buying one of those satell i te dish
things," is sometimes overheard.

Attitudes concerning the ,threat of scrambling' are abun_
dantly clear. TVRO is not a mystery anymore. people under_
stand TVRO. Most people rryould l ike to have TVRO. Exoosure
such as Ihe 20120 program did that for us during 1985. Unfor_
tunately, 20120 was months too early for the big fall sell ing sea_
son. Between the late May exposure of 2Ol2O andthe months
of September/October, the cable people got their act together.
Newspaper advertisements, run in hundreds of papers from
coast to coast and paid for by consortiums of cable operators.
clearly warn consumers NOT to buy TVROs. The advertise_
ments have had dramatic impact on consumer attitudes about
TVRO. Nothing else has even come close to the effect this has
had on the sale of new TVRO systems. Cable has TVRO_re_
tail ing on the run and they know how badly it is hurting. Cable
intends to keep the pressure up and they are winning ihis bat_
I t e .

Not all TVRO retailers are taking this attack lying down, but
the probabil ity that consumer attitudes can be turned around

CSD/January i986 15



Something Terrible

Happens When

You Don't

ADVERTISE . .

Nothing!

ADVERTISING DESIGN
MARKETING OEVELOPMENT

Peter R. Aucoin
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by a counterattack from TVRO newspaper advertising is un-
certain. In southern Florida, for example, nine dealers have
chipped in $200 each to sponsor a series of 'truth ads.'These
newspaper ads wil l attempt to convince people that cable
scare tactics are untrue. Cable operators wil l certainly esca-
late this battle and the winners here may turn out to be the
newspaper advertising salesmen. The public, at best, wil l be
confused. At worst, they wil l f ind the TVRO advertisements
unbelieveable.

Distributors such as NSC and SVS are organizing their
own retailers into advertising cooperatives. The distributors
are creating special newspaper and radio advertisements at
their own expense which l ist dealers in the regions served by
the papers or stations who are a part of the 'think TVRO'cam-
paigns. In Virginia, Startech Incorporated launched a similar
advertising campaign of its own, backed with cooperative ad-
vertising dollars received from Uniden. lt worked; Startech
dealers reported instant increases in store traffic the very day
the full-page newspaper ads appeared.
And Aggressive Sell ing

Perhaps the most outstanding job of salesmanship in the
satell i te f ield this oast fall occurred in the southeast where Un-
iden's master regional distributor l i terally forced traffic into
dealer showrooms. The distributor, sawy from decades of ex-
perience in the home electronics field, put together his own
promotion for (Uniden) TVRO systems. Several mil l ion pieces
of direct mail were created and mailed to consumers all over
Florida, Georgia, and southeastern Tennessee. This mail
explained TVRO systems and urged consumers to stop at
their local dealers to register for a group of prizes. A 1986 Cor-
vette, a complete TVRO system, various in-home monitors
and receivers, and (Uniden) cordless telephones were
awarded. Consumers received free (Uniden) T-shirts merely
by stopping at the specified dealers to register for the prizes
being offered.

It worked. Participating dealers (nearly 100 in the three
states) saw their retail sales increase by more than 20 sys-
tems each during the contest period. They averaged several
hundred sales leads to be followed up on after the contest
period. Best of all, the promotion cost the dealers nothing. Un-
iden co-op funds received by the distributor handled the whole
oromotion.

"The dealer is going to have to decide whether he wants to
dedicate his l i fe to TVRO or go fishing. There wil l be no half-
way involvement in TVRO retail ing by this time next year. The
day of the part-t imer is rapidly coming to a close," Uniden's Bil l
Stark said, now up to his elbows in a super-sophisticated mar-
keting program which Uniden dealers wil l f irst learn about in
detail during March.

"l asked myself what wil l separate successful dealers from
the guys who struggle to stay alive in 1986? | made a l ist of
what consumers want when they shop for a TVRO and I made
a list of everything the consumer expects, and finds, when he
walks Into a store to buy a big-ticket projection TV or a home
entertainment package. Then, I put the two lists together and
worked out the shortcomings of existing TVRO dealers. Our
marketing program in 1986 wil l attempt to close the gap, put-
ting the dealer in a position to survive by forcing him to deal
with volumes of customers. We want him to accept that if he
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does not average between 12 and 25 systems per month,
every month, as an absolute minimum, he might be better off
f ish ing."

Uniden's program, for competit ive reasons, wil l remain a
well-kept corporate secret unti l late February. Uniden dis-
tributors, undergoing something of a shake-out on their own,
wil l get the word first. Dealers attending the STTI/SPACE
show in Las Vegas during February 19-21 wil l get their f irst op-
portunity to study the totally new Uniden approach to market-
ing.

Basically, here is what we anticipate seeing from Uniden in
'l 986. Remember, Uniden ended the year carrying more than
50% of the industry's product volume, so what Uniden does in
1986 wil l have a serious impact on how all of the remaining
TVRO manufacturers approach their marketing during 1986.

1) We expect to see Uniden dealers selected, almost
by invitation. A dealer is going to have to prove that he
has the abil ity to handle significant volumes of equip-
ment. Uniden wil l help, we expect, by:
A) Providing the first national training programs for
dealers designed to certify dealers for in-shop repairs
on receivers and accessories.
B) Providing the first system-designed, specialized test
equipment for qualif ied dealers, created to simplify in-
stallation and bring system trouble-shooting techniques
to all qualif ied dealers using newly created test equip-
ment and procedures.
C) Possibly allowing dealers to offer virtually universal
consumer financing of TVROs, with exceptionally
simplif ied credit approval procedures.
D) Possibly sending large quantit ies of point of sale l it-
erature, display placards, banners, and other promo-
tional materials.
E) Possibly supporting dealers routinely, with a full
year's advance scheduling. Regional and national con-
sumer advertising might be built around specific sell ing
events scattered throughout the year, including con-
sumer contests designed to bring customers into stores
handling Uniden TVRO system products.
F) Allowing distributors to universally offer some type of
floor planning to dealers, as a way to promote volume
discounts and add to the dealer's abil ity to handle large
scale promotions sponsored both by his distributors and
Uniden.

Uniden's Bil l Stark points out that: "We are convinced that
he cannot survive if every part{imer in his town is offering the
same (Uniden) products. There has to be some degree of
product exclusivity. At the same time, we need volume in order
to keep up our pricing and promotional efforts. lf we are going
to cut back on who we sell to, then it is obvious that if we do
away with 50% of our present retailers, those 50% who remain
are going to have to increase their volume. The only answer
here is that we have to help these retailers we keep to sell
more oroducts."

The hypothesis that many dealers buying four to six sys-
tems per month may be counter-productive is now quite well
accepted. Other suppliers, such as STS and Luxor, have
come to similar conclusions.

"We would far rather have 2,000 dealers sell ing 25 or 30

SVS's GARY KISTINGER (right) captained his distribution firm to
a profitable leadership position in 1985 by listening closely to
dealer needs and problems.

systems each per month than to have 6,000 dealers each sell-
ing 6 or 10 per month. This year (1986) wil l be the year of the
great nuclear fall-out. Those who remain are going to have to
convince us that they are serious about TVRO and that they
want to still be here when the shake-out is over. We want to
deal with the winners, not the losers," commented Bil l.
Distributor Role

Not everyone believes that the distributors now in business
will sti l l  be here in another two or three years.

"There have been some real emoire builders in the dis-
tributor business. However, I believe 1985 was the last year of
major growth. Look at f irms such as Hoosier, which is growing
from one outlet in 1985 to more than ten by year's end. That has
had to significantly tax their resources. How many outlets can
a real distributor operate profitably? There just are not enough
good distributor management people available in this busi-
ness to support never ending expansion. I look for major distri-
bution-level shake-outs in 1986, especially if the forecasted
loss of small-t ime dealers buying four to six systems per
month occurs," concluded Bil l.

The fear here is that the real backbone for distributor ex-
pansion has been the relatively small dealerships who buy in
small quantit ies, usually only after making a sale, and who pay
top dollar for their TVRO systems. lf the anticipated reduction in
part-t imer dealerships occurs during 1986, along with a con-
solidation of remaining dealerships, business for all of those
distributorships could dry up in a hurry.

"l don't expect many of the existing distributors to sti l l  be
around in ' l  988, maybe even 1987," said a major OEM sales
executive. "Look what Uniden has already done with their
Florida-based distributor-an old l ine TV distributor who is
showing us what promotion and distributor support is really all
about. You cannot expect to do that kind of job with offices
scattered all over the country. I really expect to see strong, re-
gional distributors by 1987 and they wil l largely be the people
who have an established base in video and audio distribution.
The same thing that happened to specialty dealers in 1985 is
going to happen to specialty distributors during 1986.

Perhaps, but Gary Kistinger of Satell i te Video Services is
not so sure.
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"We are already seeing a consolidation of product l ine dis-
tribution from some of our product sources. MiA-Com, for
example, decided to take most of New England away from
SVS and hand it to an established TV and audio distributor.
That hurts when it happens, but it helps us focus on what our
ultimate place may be in TVRO. We have to provide services
which the old-l ine TV and audio distributors may be slower to
provide. Our dealer classes, for example, routinely attract up-
wards of 200 dealers each month. Nothing has more priority
around here than helping our dealers get educated on the
special techniques required to sell, install, and service
TVROs. We fully understand that a TVRO dealer, to survive in
1986, is going to have to be two to four times smarter than a
dealer had to be in 1985. I think we can survive as a distributor
if we stay in close touch with the needs of the dealers ano con-
stantly f ine tune our own programs to incorporate those needs
for the dealers we service," stated Gary.

Kistinger's SVS has been a bright spot in an otherwise drab
distributor year. The firm had significant sales growth in 1985
versus 1984, partly due to the opening of new outlets. A sur-
prising new market for TVRO is in the inner boroughs of New
York City, where cable television has been slowto materialize.

"We began to notice that an increasing number of our
dealer class attendees were coming up from New York City,"
he reflects. "We asked questions and found out TVRO is sud-
denly very popular in the city. We'l l have to react to that fact as
a distributor if interest continues to grow."

NSC's Ron Bruce is worried about the image of TVRO in
the marketplace. "How can we expect to win this battle with
cable if we cannot conduct our intra-industry affairs in an ethi-
cal manner? I am concerned about our image in the mar-
ketplace. Customers looking at TVRO go from one dealer to
another asking basic questions about scrambling or system
operation. Every dealer they talk to gives them a different an-
swer. lf we cannot get our own stories straight or if we cannot
learn what the real facts are and then be honest enough to re-
late those facts (concerning scrambling et al) to the customers
in an honest manner, what possible chance do we have in the
marketplace to win consumer confidence? The erosion of re-
tail sales this summer and fall is attributable, I believe, to an
erosion of consumer confidence in our product and our integ-
rity. We need to clean up our own act if we expect to beat
cable!"

NSC has seen business fall off during the latter half of
1985. lt has hurt.

"We have tried to do our own careful selection of dealers. lt
is tough to make a decision about every dealer you sell to as to
whether he has the determination and potential to be a sur-
vivor. You want to help dealers that you think are really dedi-
cated to TVRO. And in small ways, I suppose you want to dis-
courage those who seem to have the wrong attitudes. In ef-
fect, we find ourselves in a position of turning business away
because we are making judgements about a fellow's or gal's
abil ity to survive. But if a distrubutor has no integrity or if he
sells to everyone who comes into the outlet, what kind of sup-
port is he giving to his industry? This has been a tough year to
be put in that spot, having to decide who to help and who to
send on their way to somebody that doesn't seem to care
about the future of the industry. lt wil l probably be no better in
1986," said Ron.

NOT a laughing matter/NSC's Jack Hannah (right) feels industry
is still fighting technical incompetence at the dealer/installer
level. One OEM who has tried to correct that problem is para-
digm's David Johnson (left).

NSC's Jack Hannah, in charge of the firm's extensive tech-
nical department and responsible for both product evaluation
and dealer training, is concerned about the dealer technical
level.

"Unfortunately, too many of the dealers are not plugged-in
technically. We see a great deal of incompetence and it re-
peats itself over and over. The manufacturer who addresses
dealer training in a thorough manner is going to do very well.
The dealers want to learn if the training is presented to them in
a useful format and in a practical way. I know the industry's
image is being hurt by people who simply do not know how to
build a dish or make a system track. Nobody should be sell ing
this stuff if they can't handle the basic mechanics and elec-
tronics," commented Jacr.

The SPACE Dealer Certif ication program continues to be
abused in the marketplace. In spite of reasonably good
crowds at trade shows and for televised sessions*, the general
attitude among many dealers is that the courses cost too
much, teach too l itt le, and take far too long to complete as a
series for the coveted certificate to be issued. At least a few
manufacturers plan to 'amplify' the SPACE training during
1986 by making televised training courses universally avail-
able via satell i te. Even SPACE has changed their mind about
their televised courses.

-(SPACE recently decided to unscramble their televised
courses during 1986, after transmitting the 1985 courses en-
crypted using the Oak Orion system. SPACE will now police
the course program by managing the testing procedure in a
manner which assures that only those dealers who have
signed up for the courses receive study guides and participate
in the testing sequence. The scrambled transmissions were
universally unpopular in the TVRO trade.)

The 12 GHz Chal lenge
In an industry previously driven targely by technological in-

novations and new programming sources, the '95 year was a
revelation. No new, significant programming sources ap-
peared during the year and, with the possible minor exception
of slightly more sophisticated receivers, no recent technology
drove the marketplace to new sales highs.
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"State of the art is here. now." observes NSC's Jack Han-
nah. "We had new major changes in product quality and fea-
tures every few months for five years; now we are in a slow re-
finement period. I don't look for that to change significantly
dur ing 1986."

Nineteen eighty{ive wil l probably be best remembered in
technical manuals as 'The Year Of Block Conversion'-a year
during which the BDC products came into their own. lt was, un-
fortunately, a yearwhen no single, clear-cut choice for block lF
emerged. The battle between 950-1450 MHz and 400-900
MHz seesawed back and forlh all year long. Because of the
Uniden/Drake/DX commitment to 950-1450 MHz, the volume
remained with the higher block lF. But, by actual receiver
model count, inclusive, of course, of many additional smaller-
volume receiver suppliers, the 400-900 MHz region lF was a
sl ight  winner.

"We see no winner here for another year yet," observes
Sat-Tec's John Ramsey. "Our new receiver wil l use the 950-
1450 MHz region lF even though our present best sell ing
ProStar XR-1 uses 430-930 MHz. There is simply not an appar-
ently better choice and there are sound arguments in favor of
both selections. Certainly, having to keep up with this field bat-
tle drives up prices for a receiver supplier such as us. And ulti-
mately, the dealer and the consumer pay that additional cost.
It is a shame this cannot be resolved."

It the lF choice cannot be resolved, it may have something
to do with the slowness of the next most popular band (Ku or
12 GHz) to take off . Nineteen eighty{ive was supposed to be
the start up year tor 12GHz And in Europe, it was. (Though it
was the FSS 1 1 GHz band that started up rather than the DBS
12GHzband).  Thisdid not  happen inJapan (wherethef i rs t  12
GHz bird lost two of three satell i te transponders only weeks
after orbit, and shut down the test and sales programs planned)
or in the United States.

"l think the key wil l be RCA's Ku-1 satell i te. Their f irst Ku
bird popped into orbit without any major (known) hitches. That
bird was pre-sold to the broadcasters and networks. Now, with
Ku-.| heading for orbit, we may see some interesting uses
proposed that wil l have a direct bearing on the 12 (1 1) G.Hz
world here in North America," stated John.

Rumored for several months, a collection of key cable tele-
vision programmers have been trying to package a group of
service channels (between 8 and 12 such channels) into a
single, scrambled package. The concept is that with three to
four foot dishes capable of being sold and installed into urban
and suburban backyards all over North America, the cable in-
dustry, through a firm such as TCI (major cable MSO), could
offer all of these services for, say, $30.00 a month. An entirely
cable-controlled backyard TVRO industry might evolve.

"Their additional costs for this would be minimal. lf TCl, for
example, were to package HBO, Showtlme, Cinemax, The
Movie Channel, ESPN, CNN, WOR, CBN, and a couple of
others together and offer this package for, say, $30.00 a
month to rural and urban America (through the local cable
firms), it would be l ike subscribing to premium cable without
the wires. The M/A-Com Videocipher system will work just f ine
for this service and, with no home hardware in place to start
with and no distribution in place to battle with, they could afford
the start-up time required to make this work the way they want

it to. That means theywould control it from the start and control
every aspect of it," added John.

It is more than supposition to say that the plan originated
with HBO more than three years ago and has received seri-
ous, quiet study for most of the interim. lt points up the deliber-
ate, long-range planning which cable leaders are committed to
in the TVRO (growth) area.

"Home satell i te systems are merely extensions of our ser-
vice l ines," suggests the fiercely pro-cable executive. "lt is our
right, a right we fought hard for before Congress, the FCC, and
a myriad of state regulatory agencies. We own that program-
ming, directly or indirectly. Home satell i te systems are a won-
derful innovation, but can no longer be built on a foundation of
misappropriation; home TVRO is taking our programming
and sell ing it. Sooner or later, we wil l win this battle. You guys
are wrong, dead wrong. You watch; there wil l be a TVRO, al-
right. That is not the question. lt is merely a question of who wil l
control it."

That is, of course, the question. Nearly 1.5 mill ion US and
Canadian homes do have TVRO and many mill ions more wil l
ult imately have the benefits of TVRO. The future of the home
satell i te system is not in doubt. Who wil l sell the equipment,
and more importantly, who will fuel the system with the pro-
gramming? That is the question. Cable remains convinced of
their rights in this area. TVRO executives are less convinced
of their rights.

"SPACE has been a terribly effective trade organization; I
hand that to the group. But their emphasis has been too nar-
rowly defined. I think they made a tactical error by concentrat-
ing solely on the legal aspects of TVRO rights. There should
have been a much bigger and more coordinated effort to con-
vince the public that cable should not control all software pro-
gramming. I think there was a't ime window' when an anti-trust
suit filed on behalf of the TVRO users would have attracted
maximum attention. I think that t ime window may have pass-
ed. I 'm not so sure cable's role in controll ing program distribu-
tion can be diverted now," said an attorney who has watched
with considerable interest as the TVRO legal position has un-
furled. His firm represents leading cable MSOs and their
TVRO tile {itls severalcabinets.

"We are in a diff icult position; they do own the program-
ming. lt may ultimately boil down to a copyright issue. Cable
went through a similar period of disarray in the late 60s and
70s. Everyone thought that cable, the.technology, was good
for America. Even the broadcasters, then the arch enemies of
cable per se, agreed the technology was proper. The battles
that raged in Congress between cable and broadcasters (and
the battles fought all the way to the Supreme Court), were not
a question of cable's right to exist, but rather who would control
cable. Do you notice who ultimately ended up controlling
cable?-largely the broadcasters. lt's the same kind of issue
with TVRO. There wil l be a satell i te backyard dish business.
Who controls it-that is what counts," suggests an astute
TVRO manufacturer with a background in cable.

Cable was on a roll in the early 70s. Two separate Supreme
Court decisions ruled that cable had rights in the program dis-
tribution area, rights that kept cable from being l iable for
copyright payments to broadcasters or others. The Supreme
Court decisions were very clear. Congress and the FCC
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RON BRUCE of NSC believes that consumer awareness of what
TVRO is all about needs more etnphasis from SPACE.

reacted to those court decisions by simply writ ing a new law-
a law that brought cable into the copyright payment fold. The
new copyright law changed the stature and direction of cable
for all t ime. Indirectly, it was this copyright law that sparked
today's satell i te distribution of programming for cable.

"l expect TVRO's efforts to gain favorable legislation for ex-
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panded viewing rights to fail. The ultimate TVRO solution?
Some scheme that grants private TVROs the right to view
satell i te programming, but with an automatic copyright pay-
ment scale in place. TVRO is outside of the normal venues of
commerce. An industry built upon appropriation of someone
else's property cannot long endure in a nation of regulated
commerce. lt wil l come down to paying for programming and
nothing else wil l matter," suggests the cable executive. (Note:
Readers are directed to Coop's Comments for this month and
an analysis of a TCI marketing plan for home TVRO.)

The Year Ahead
There is far less optimism in TVRO as the industry begins

year six of organized retail ing of home systems. The accep-
tance, unwill ing perhaps, that the industry is being driven by
legal and programming problems while at the same time the
dealer foundation is being ripped apart by uncontrolled prod-
uct distribution has cast a cloud over the near-term future of
the industry.

Dealers wil l struggle even harder to survive in 1986. They
will f ind more and more competit ion from mass merchandis-
ers, discount houses, and established retailers. They wil l also
find the distribution chain changing favor of greater brand
identity for leading products. Many dealers are already react-
ing, shift ing their emphasis away from low-end and even mid-
dle-end packages in favor of doing fewer systems limited to
top-end packages. They have to do this to sharpen their com-
petit ive edge, where their strengths remain. Systems requiring
extra receivers, unusual remote control schemes, or non-
standard antennas offer the specialist dealers an opportunity
to squeeze out another year or two of sales activity.

Programming rights and programming distribution seems
certain to dominate the field in 1986. The issues are not yet
clearly understood and hardly well defined. Most expect
another busy and expensive year of intense legal activity for
TVRO. The answers, when they come, wil l be hammered out
through negotiation and compromise. Cable is approaching
these ultimate negotiation sessions from a position of
strength;TVRO is not.

Ku-band activity will depend almost totally on the sincerity
of some cable consortium to field a multiple-channel dish ser-
vice; probably on the RCA Ku-1 satell i te. Even if the plan turns
into an operating system, it will not be a boom to TVRO deal-
ers, since the programming wil l be scrambled almost from day
one and the distribution of the hardware and the programming
rights will be controlled totally by cable interests. lf cable can
make an 8 to 12 channel  Ku-band serv ice ' f ly , 'and C-band
services are scrambled according to present announcements,
the long term viabil ity of C-band 'DBS' (or C-band direct-
CBD as we penned two years ago) may be in some jeopardy.
The nature, even the make-up of TVRO may be in for a signif-
icant change before 1986 if the cable sponsored Ku-band dis-
tribution service kicks off.

The industry is in a state of considerable turmoil. There are
no easy answers or even well defined questions. The chal-
lenge for 1986, for many of us, wil l be to survive unti l 1987.
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or not . . . 12 GHz performance certified! NOW that is one super-accurate common sense answer to making
everyone happier with a TVRO antenna product. Stay a step ahead of the competition with the latest in 'Super-

Perforated'Dual-Band antennasfrom the f i rm that bui l tTHE FIRST home TVRO antennas. Oh yes/we shipfrom our
door to your door by the trailer load. And that makes you more money than ever before!

ANTENNA
DEVELOPMENT &
MANUFACTURING, INC.

P.O. Box 1178
Poplar Bluff, Missouri 63901
31 4/785-5988ADM
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Over There
The European TVRO industry, as CSD has reported

through the years (most recently, see CSD for July 19g5) has
never been particularly attractive for either American product
builders nor for our technology. The 4 GHz or C-band market
never really started. First, because of a lack of-high ElRp
satell i te signals into the region, second because of the lack of
attractive programming, and third, a complicating factor has
been a restrictive set of country by country regulations which
inhibit or actually prohibit private TVRO terminals.

This past year, a couple of new 4 GHz feeds, operated
largely by or on behalf of the American military stationed in
Europe, has brought first time live network service from dav
time pofi ions of CBS, ABC, and NBC plus a generous sam_
pling of CNN. Even those two channels have not attracted
great interest although a newer European Ku_band service
has proven to have the type of program appeal and signal
levels which may one day foster an exciting and even profita_
ble home TVRO industry.

This writer has been an American serviceman stationed in

by William Bruner

ffimercial system sales are for 11 GHz terminals only, typically utilizini 5.sor 6 loot spun dishes and Dx electronics.

r--
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the UK for several years. I left the USA just as the first wave of

the great American TVRO experiment was getting underway'

and-l left after already becoming hooked on owning my own

ivnO. I toyed with being a dealer in TVRO while sti l l  on US

soil and owned one of the first terminals in the northeast as a

orivate individual. You can imagine my consternation when'

upon arriving in the UK nearly five years ago, I discovered

there was no equivalent service in place!

I would, however, transport a Paraclipse 12 foot dish to my

UK home and my tried and true Washburn (Earth Terminals)

receiver and, together with an array of electronics which would

later include a half transponder bandwidth filter, I would at-

tempt reception from a number of satellites spraying ex-

tremely low EIRPs into the UK and most of Europe' The paral-

lel here would be for you, with a 12 foot Paraclipse in Ohio' to

attempt to watch the Russian Gorizont service from 14 west'

Or, wltn a 3 foot dish in Miami, attempt to watch Galaxy 1' ln

short, there was not much signal to start with, and I kept at it

primarily because it was a challenge and because it gave me

an opportunity to stay up to date with direct television news

and sports coverage from home'
I never lost faith that one day it might turn into a profit-mak-

ing venture although my wife did not share that optimism' En-

gtLfr OacX and side yards, by American standards, are fright-

iully small. A 12 foot dish in a garden actually meant that we

wouldn't have a garden, which is a rightfully considered deter-

rent to TVRO as we know it in North America for many' if not

most, European homes. When God was creating his master

plan, he put a large number of people in a small amount of

space all'over Europe. He also gave people a fierce determi-

nation that no matter how small their lots, they would defend to

the death their right to live totally alone on those lots' That sim-

ply means that anyone who dares think about sticking an un-

sigfrtty Oisfr in a position where it can be seen-by a neighbor had

OJtter tninf Mice. A 12 foot (or even a 6 foot) satell i te dish

would quickly be stoned by the neighbors here, assuming you

even got it above ground and into view' Yes, you have zoning

regulitions stateside but they are mild in comparison with the

pJperworX and total lack of approval typically granted by En-

glish (and I understand other) residents'

Stiil, in spite of all of this, I did manage to install my 12 foot

Paraclipse to watch an occasional football game or news

broadcast through the years. The service came through the

AFRTSchanne| t romtheor ig ina| |nte|Sat lwestsate| | i te .This
was an older lV series bird which Intelsat had dedicated to a

very low power operation. AFRTS, some American network

feeds (at iower-than-AFRTS levels), and the occasional other

video signals went through 1 west' Towards the end of the 1

west bird's l i fe earlier in 1985, the station-keeping fuel was

about to run dry so the Intelsat people allowed the bird to wan-

der ijuite a bit north and south of the equator' That meant that

in addition to being weak, it was out of my dish boresight a fair

part of each day and always moving in a figure eight pattern'

What was a bad situation got steadily worse through 1984

anci tggS. lf inally realized that lwas never going to actually

sell a TVRO installation to anyone' I loved to demonstrate the

ierminal and I would make the usual statements about dish

size and how a larger dish would bring in better pictures' lt was

obvious to most that a 12 foot dish was all I was going to put in

my garden; very few people I demonstrated my system to

o e P a r t m e n t  o l  T r a d €  a n d  I n d u s t t y

W i r e l e s s  T e l e g r a o h Y  A c t  1 9 4 9

' I e lev is ion  
Rece ive  On ly  Rece iv ing  Equ ipmenl

( T V R O )  L i c e n c e

Dare  o i  l$uer  . l  Ju lY  1945 L icence Number :  9 /0006

1 Th s  l i cen i !  i  ssued by  the  Secre tarv  o f  S ta te  fo r  Trade and Indu* rv  to

u i l l i am wc ldon Brucr  l t l ,  Lvn ton  House '  Ix ro r th  Thorpe '  Suf fo rk  1P3r  IQP

for  rhe  purpos€ o f  Scc t ion  1  o l  the  Wi re less  Te lwraphy  Ac t  1949 and b  sub iec t  to  the  te rms and

cond i t ions  wh ich  3PP€ar  be low

The l icenseemay insa l la t  Lvn ton  douse '  l xvor th  rhorpe '  Suf fo lk  IP3!  1QP

wl re l0ss  Ic l ' rg raphy  appara tus  ( " the  appara tu{ ' )  des igned fo r  lhe  exc lus lve  purpose or
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Ih is  l i cence is  i ssued sub iec t  to  the  fo l low ing  cond i t ions :
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in  fo rce  o l  th is  l i cence
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UK TVRO license/granted July 3 to author' Reverse side says

license is not a substitute for having obtained copyright clear'

ance for any programs received. That issue is still not sorted out

in the UK.

could have even managed a dish that big'

It all cnanged in May when the Armed l-orces began a sec-

ond feed using a more powerful transponder' This service'

called SEB-TV, is custom designed for a half dozen American

bases located in ltaly. The signal level on this transponderwas

actua||ynoisefreewhenIinstal|edabandwidthrestrictedIFfi|-
ter on ihe Washburn receiver. Moreover, the SEB-TV service

was deliciously programmed with live American soap operas

in the daytime; even my wife, long isolated from the American

soaps, found an entire new interest and degree of understand-

ing iorsatell i teTV. Thatwasthe good news;the bad newswas

tnat tne SEB service was still on the same ailing 1 west satel-

lite which continued to move north and south of the equator in

a pattern that required antenna declination adjustment every

few hours. At least now we had something to adjust to!

ln mid-year, the Intelsat people heard my prayers and the

old bird at 1 west was replaced with a newer satellite which

had the full rated power. Now I had a stable signal source and

even the AFRTS feed came up to within 1 dB of full threshold

on my Washburn receiver when I use the .l 5 MHz lF bandpass

restriction filter to narrow up the passband' (Strangely

enough, the SEB feed is now slightly weaker on the new Intel-

sat bird whereas previously it was considerably stronger than

the AFRTS main feed.)
All of this turned out to be more academic than practical'
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Born in Detroit, the city that
def ines product ion, is one of
America's best produced
satel l i te dishes, the Saturn
Model 108. This 3. ' t  meter dish
is made by one of Detroit's
leading special ized manufac-
tu rers.

Saturn Satel l i le Communica-
t ions Incorporated has many
years experience in developing
prototypes and specialized parts

for companies such as General
Motors, Ford, Chrysler, and
American Motors. This same
production expertise is main-
tained in the Saturn Dish. l t  is
manufactured by a stamping
process which guarantees an
essential parabolic curve from

the support struts to the in-
dependent web members.

The Saturn's quality construc-
tion produces a dish capable of
C and Ku band reception begin-
ning from 20 main beam.
Features like this, plus a
superior manufacturer,s warran-
ty insures a state-of-the-art pro-
duct for many years.

From the city thru out the country,
one of the best dishes available.
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C-BAND feed includes homemade scalar ring plus PTFE slab inserted in waveguide opening to turn right hand circular signals into linear

horizontal signals.

however, as the English government decided to totally relax
the prohibitions on privately owned TVROs, as reported in
CSD for July 1. 1985. With the elimination of rules and laws
against TVRO, we suddenly had a brand new business calleo
Ku-band TVRO. Within weeks of the l ift ing of the ban, I was
happily doing what any normal stateside TVRO dealer would
be doing. Using 5.5 foot aluminum (or aluminium as they call i t
here) spun dishes of a UK manufacturer, DX front ends, and
DX DSB-700 receivers, I was trailering complete systems
from house to house and commercial establishment to com-
mercial establishment for demonstration and sale. By the mid-
dle of July, I was sell ing three terminals most weeks, in my
spare time, and their new owners were happily tuning in
movies, sports, children's programming, a music channel, a
TBS type service, and a host of other programs which tripled
or quadrupled their basic television service from the four UK
available terrestrial networks.

Now, some months later, this observation.
CNN/ENC, Ted Turner's new service widely available on

11 GHz, is best described as boring. Sorry, Ted, but I have
hauled the six foot trailer-mounted demo dish from house to
hoi.rse (dozens and dozens, actually) and I shared Coop's op-
timism up front that having full-time, American style network
news and special events coverage was going to be a big plus.
I expected CNN/ENC to actually be a primary reason why I

would be sell ing many more of these small, under six foot sys-
tems in the UK.

I think the reason CNN looks so good to us is that it is sur-
rounded by a wide selection of other (non-news) program-

ming. When we have it as our one, sole, only program for
major parls of the day (remember, the other European satellite
channels only operate part of each day and 8-12 hour broad-
cast days are the norm here, for both satellite and terrestrial
TV), well, i t is boring.

"Where is HBO?" they asked me. "Where is the Playboy
Channel?" they want to know. Yes, English people know
about these other services, and they expect all of them to pour

out of their screen through the magic of my six foot dishes and
electronics.

Needless to report, perhaps, I have not sold nearly as many

systems as I had hoped or planned. Even with approximately
ten satell i te-delivered channels including free (no, we are not
scrambled yet) movies and sports and so on. Of those ten
channels, four are located on a satellite at 2.5 west while the
rest are on ECS. This means motor drives (now that is a prob-

lem for you!) and even on the fixed dish systems for 27.5 west'
where CNN/ENC is operating, we have three services on one
polarization and one (CNN) on the other. Yes, since Chaparral
has not yet delivered any 11 GHz Polarotors, that means I have

to go outside and twist and turn the LNB/feed by hand. At
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SEB ltaly on the screen; Washburn receiver bringing in daytime
programming for AFRTS facilities in ltaly. Schedule shows Fam_
ily Feud, Mr. Wizard, Vegetable Soup, and cartoons coming up.

$1,765 (US) a pop, we are definitely back in the dark ages of
TVRO over here in Europe.

lf CNN/ENC has been a disappointment (and I am a news_
aholic so if I say it is boring, you had better believe how truly
boring it really is!), the six channels on ECS are pitiful. yes.
people do watch but any one of them or even the sum of all
combined could and would be blown away by MTV, playboy,
HBO, WGN, or WTBS. Once you have been exposed to Amer_
ican television and promotional efforts, it is verv difficult not to
be uncharitable towards other video products.

So, a few editorial comments. The expectation of satellite
TV is already in Europe. The press has been fi l led with it and
governments have talked about it in official and not so official
terms. Most people have heard of it, and most peopte are ex_
pecting the American version of satellite TV to one oay come
pouring down a wire into their sitt ing room tellys. They wil l be
disappointed with what they see, especially in those countries
where satell i te TV is going to be just more of what they already
get on terrestrial TV. American TV, real American television, is
panned by the snobs in Europe as in poortaste. I suspect, but
cannot prove, that the first thing a European snob does on ar_
riving on a trip to the United States is turn on his hotel room

TRAILER RIG/ not quite as high tech as in the states, this six foot
dish is on demonstration at the Smokehouse lnn, Suffolk.
Remember, this is Merry Old England!

telly and soak up our poortaste terevision. rt is a l ittre bit rike the
Playboy Channel in the states; nobody wil l admit to watching
it, but if you observe where the dishes are pointing at 7:00 AM
in the morning, an awful lot of people went to bed with them
parked on F4.

Perhaps with my trailer rig I have had as grear an opportu_
nity to show off today's level of satellite TV as anyone ln
Europe. I have watched people's reactions and I have listened
to their comments. They are already used to high technical
quality television;the elaborate terrestrial relay network in the
UK virtually guarantees everyone suoerb quality, 625 line pAL
television. Satellite TV is less dramatically better to the aver_
age viewer here than satellite TV is to the average fringe area
American viewer.

I am hardly discouraged by the results to date but I am also
a practical man (even if I now have a 12 foot and a 6 foot dish
in my garden!) and I see short term and possibly long term
problems for the acceptance of satellite TV in Europe. people
are expecting more than they are getting, and they are there-
fore reluctant to spend the money. I am not so sure, at this
point in time, that satell i te TV for Europe is going to be the
huge market which so many people seem to expect.
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Spectrum Analyzer PT lV

Anolyzing The
l lAnqlYzels

The FinalChapter
We began our overview of the spectrum analyzer in the Oc-

tober issue of CSD (10-15-85) and have reviewed the general
operating features for the Luly Satell i te Spectrum Analyzer as
well as for the Avcom PSA-35 Analyzer. Both units have been
designed to service the home TVRO industry by providing
hardware which will enable the TVRO installer or troubleshooter
to check for the nature and extent of Tl (terrestrial interfer-
ence), evaluate system performance (dish, LNA, downcon-
verter), troubleshoot for bad cable or connectors, and peak a
dish and feed system for optimum signal level and minimized
cross polarization. lt seems the Luly unit at $995 and the
Avcom unit at $1 .965 are both after the same market.

As we saw in December, the two pieces of equipment
share a common technology but hardly identical or even simi-
lar ooerational characteristics. Let's focus now on the l imita-
tions of each and their usefulness to the TVRO installer.

Powering
Both units have self-contained batteries which require

charging before use. The Luly unit batteries are hung on the
top side in a small pouch which appears dangerously close to
being ripped away from the main case every time you pick up
the analyzer. Not to worry, in several months of use we never
lost the batteries a single time. They just look l ike they are
about to fall off.

You charge the Luly with an external (Luly supplied)
simplistic charger. Unfortunately, the charger is not of
adequate capacity to allow you to use it as a direct power
source. That means that you wil l use the Luly only after it has
been charged (up to 10 hours required in normal operation, as
we found) and not while it is being charged (or connected to
the AC charger unit).

The Avcom unit has its batteries inside and you are
supplied with a power cord that connects to a standard 117
VAC (220 VAC on special order) power main. The cord oper-
ates the charging circuit which is built into the PSA-35, and it
also allows you to operate directly from 117 VAC. The use
cycle for the PSA-35 affects how long you can use it. Turning
the instrument on and leaving it on wil lyield up to 90 minutes of
continuous use if the Nicad batteries are fully charged. This
compares favorably with the useful period of the Luly. Nicad
batteries are unpredictable l itt le beasts and they have a quality
known as memory factor. A Nicad can sometimes forget what
its real charged capacity is and it may only partially charge.

LULY ANALYZER covers 400 to 900 MHz band internally, but with
LNB or LNA plus downconverter in front. lt also covers the 3.7 to
4.2 GHz (downlink) band, The unit was created as a no-frills,
straightforward f ield test instrument.

This means you may charge the unit for the recommended
period of time (say 1 0 hours) and then f ind that you have but 30
minutes of useful l i fe inside. When this happens, you need to
drain the batteries to virtually no charge at all. This can be dif-
ficult given that circuits inside an analyzer automatically shut
down the drain on the cells when the battery voltage dips to a
specified low value.

The deep discharge is required to erase the false memory
which the Nicad cells have acquired. In effect, you have to
force them to forget the self-learned charging limits (by deep
discharging) and give them a new memory by recharging them
to the original capacity.

A user gets into the predicament by not using the batteries
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NICAD PACK for Luly analyzer is an appendage attached to back of cover case, with exposed battery terminals to rear.

to their full discharged capacity early on (i.e., when the instru_
ment is new or the batteries are new). One of the worst habits
you can have is to use a Nicad powered instrument for a frac_
tion of its battery-capable time and then slap it on an overnight
charge. Pretty soon, the batteries think they need to be re-
charged at some artificially high (voltage) point and they sim_
ply refuse to take a full charge anymore.

The solution is to always run the analyzer unit until it has
shut itself down from lack of operating voltage; don't con-
stantly recharge from a semi-discharged state. And, if the unit
is not to be used for a period of time, put it away charged rather
than partially discharged.

Either the Luly or the Avcom unit(s) wil l have this identical
problem; it is a function of Nicad rechargeable cells and not a
circuit shortcoming of the analyzer. Develop good Nicad
habits when you first start using a Nicad powered device and
your battery supply wil l last far longer.

Sti l l , there are complaints we have heard concerning the
expected useful period with the Avcom unit in particular. Sev-
eral people who are using its wide spectrum coverage (essen-
tially 0 to 1500 MHz plus C-band) have found it very useful for
wringing out a new SMATV system. As we have seen, you can
test for operational distribution amplif iers, taps, drops, and
other segments of an SMATV (or CATV) system with the units.
The manual-suggested 90 minute operational period is
perhaps too short for a full day of cable system wringing out.
One solution would be for Avcom to build in greater battery
capacity. This would add to the unit 's weight and perhaps bulk,
plus, of course, the cost. Another solution would be a clever
outboard secondary battery pack which would allow the user
to lengthen the useful l i fe of the unit for extended field work.
There is a need here and somebody is l ikely to come along to
solve it. Right now you are battery l imited and the maxrmum
straight-time use you can expect is around 90 minutes.

One other powering related observation. The Texscan/Jer-
rold VSM series of CATV analyzer provides a front panel
switch which allows the user to verifv the state of batterv

charge. The baseline display becomes a measurement tool
and inscribed on the front panel faceplate of the CRT cover is
a secondary "percent battery full" indicator. The idea is that
the CRT can tell you whether the internal Nicad supply is g0,
50, or whatever percent full. We like that feature and feel that
both Luly and Avcom would do wellto supply a similarcircuit in
their analyzers. Knowing how much longer you can work,
paced by the amount of battery life remaining, is a very handy
bit of information.
Useful Information

Extended use of both the Luly and Avcom anatyzers
suggest to us that while the Avcom does have a superior low-
threshold or sensitivity specification, there is l i t i le practical dif-
ference between the two in most applications.

There are other areas where the two units diverge in con-
cept and therefore in operation.

1) Display selectivity-The Luly unit has a relatively
broad lF selectivity curve and this means that when you
have a set of signals relatively close together (within 10
MHz of one another), unless the two signals are nearly
equal in amplitude, the weaker one of the two (or three,
etc.) is lost along the sideband skirt of the stronger one.
In most TVRO applications, carriers are spaced at 10
MHz or multiples of 10 MHz (such as 40 MHz channel
center spacings). Thus you would seldom be faced with
attempting to resolve closely spaced (in frequency) sig-
nals. But there is one common{o-TVRO application
where you do need close resolution as we shall see. ln
this particular area, the Avcom pSA-35 is a distinctlv
better instrument.
2) Display stabil ity-Both units are dependent upon
conversion oscil lator/mixers to place the desired
band(s) into the input frequency range of the analyzer
proper. The stabil ity of the display, how much the indi-
vidual carriers stay put on the screen in one spot irre-
spective of t ime or unit operating temperature, is of
some concern. We found both were as stable as their

tr
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oscil lators, quite irrespective of operating temperatu res
between 0 degrees F and 1 10 degrees F. We doubt any-
one would be making serious frequency overtime mea-
surements in temperature beyond these extremes.
Thus, there is no clear better unit for stabil ity.
3) Display cleanliness-ldeally, when you disconnect
any input signal (cable) from an analyzer there would be
nothing displaying on the CRT but a relatively straight
l ine with minor noise wiggles modulating the horizontal
l ine. That's ideal. In a more practical world, the analyzer
has its own internal oscil lator(s) and mixers and they
create signals and harmonics of signals which invari-
ably leak into and onto the display. In effect, you end up
with false signals showing on the display; signals which
appear as if they were external (i.e., incoming from an
antenna or cable) but, which in fact, originate within the
unit proper. A truly excellent analyzer has no such false
signals.

The design problems associated with totally eliminating
false signals magnify as the frequency coverage of the
analyzer increases. For each new band covered by the
analyzer, there are new oscillator and mixer combinations and
each ol these must be reduced in amplitude (along with any
harmonics or multiples of the oscil lator signals) to levels equal
to or lower than the maximum sensitivity of the analyzer. An
analyzer that can read or display a -100 dBm signal, for
example, cannot have any internal oscillator leakage greater
than *'100 dBm if you wantthe displayto be clean of these in-
ternal, false signals.

Luly, being a single-banded instrument operating essen-
tially from 400 (430) to 900 (950) MHz avoids any clearly visi-
ble spurious signals on the display. Avcom, being a six-
banded instrument, is not so fortunate. On several different
analyzers we counted various numbers of spurs clearly visible
over the five primary (factory set) bands of interest. The great-
est number of spurious signals we found popped up in the 0 to
500 MHz band (discounting the trash that appears below 10
MHz which is essentially the origination end of the display).
The least numberfound is in the highest band: 3.7 to4.2GHz.

There is an unfortunate coincidence between the location
and intensity of these internally generated spurious signals
and one particularly useful potential function with the Avcom
unit. That involves using the analyzer to readjust the operating
frequency of (UHF) hand-held remote control units for satell i te
receivers or actuators. Here's how that works.

1) The UHF frequency band first employed for the re-
mote control of satellite receivers (i.e., USS Maspro Sr-3
and others) or actuators (i.e., Houston Tracker and
others) was just below 500 MHz. The hand-held unit is a
miniature transmitter and stuck on the back of the TVRO
receiver or actuator is a small whio antenna which re-
ceives the 500 MHz range signal.
2) Internal to the satell i te receiver or actuator package
is a small receiver which detects the 500 MHz signal re-
ceived and interorets the commands to tell the receiver
(or actuator) what to do. These small 500 MHz region re-
ceivers tend to be quite broad as receivers go, with only
minimal selectivity.
3) Also in the same frequency range, around 500 MHz,
we have UHF TV terrestrial transmitters as well as
shared and non-shared soectrums used for various
pointto-point and point-to-mobile two-way radio sys-
tems. In other words, in any given region of the country,
you can turn on your TVRO receiver or your remote con-
trolled antenna actuator and find some other transmitter
source nearby in frequency.
4) These non-desired transmitter/signal sources wil l in-
terfere with the proper operation of the radio controlled
receiver or actuator. The solution is to move the ooerat-
ing frequency of the hand-held remote control unit, either
up or down, to avoid the interference from the terrestrial
signal source.
5) The analyzer is a very useful device to help with this
since with it you can see the carrier from the hand-held
unit as well as the interfering carriers in your area. Lack-
ing a sophisticated communications receiver, you could
never spot, identify, and work around all of the local in-
terfering signals. Unless, of course, you had an
anatyzer.

LULY NICAD charger is
small AC adapter not cap-
able of powering analyzer
as an AC power source.
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speak softly about the UST-2000.
Because at a suggested retail price of

fi279,, this state-of-the-art satellite receiver will
make its own noise in the marketplace.

Put simply, the UST-2000 offers more
value for less money thanarry satellite
receiver ever made. At a breakthrough price,
it gives you:

Performance. Up to the standards that
have made Uniden the No. 1 name in
satellite receivers. Clear picture, clean sound.
Reliable, durable, built to last.

Styling. A high-tech look that shares
design elements with our higher priced
models. A quality, expensive look and feel
simply not found in most other low cost
receivers.

Microprocessor-driven controls. A first
for a unit in this price rarrge. Permits soft-
touch pushbuttons for channel sehction,
channel scan and polarity selection.
Thoughtfully placed audio, video fine tune
and skew controls. Plus a large, easy-to-read
LED channel display and convenient polarity
indicators.

Composite video ourput jack. Makes it
decoder read\r.

The UST-2000 is designed to mate
perfectly with either our basic antenna
controller, the UST-710, or our
programmable UST-730. They're part of a
complete line of Uniden TVRO producrs
including block downconversion receivers
and system components.

For more details about the new
UST-2000 ask your Uniden distributor or
call 377 -841-63 40 (in Canad a r-800-563 -0296.
This is one bombshell vour customers wonit
want to miss.
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AVCOM PSA-35 has unfortunate spurious signals from internally
generated oscillators which fall in useful sections of some
bands.

Unfortunately, to make this work, you need two
things in the analyzer:
A) The analyzer has to be capable of resolving very
weak signals (i.e., the hand-held unit) close in f requency
proximity to very stong signals (i.e., a terrestrial UHF TV
transmitter or a nearby two-way radio transmitter). The
Avcom unit has this abil ity in all but exceptionally close-
in-frequency applications; the Luly does not.
B) There should be no unwanted spurious signal(s) in
the same vicinity (in frequency) as the hand-held trans-
mitter and the external undesired signals. The Luly
passes this test but the Avcom does not. Unfortunately
there are internal to PSA-35 spurs in the display which
fall in the 500 MHz region.
The present generation of Houston Tracker radio remotes

util izes a hand-held remote frequency in the region of 385
MHz. The present generation of USS Maspro receivers uti l ize
a UHF frequency near 340 MHz. Earlier versions of both used
UHF radio channels in  the 500 MHz region.

There are a couple of medium lightweight spurious signals
with the PSA-35 analyzer in the 500 MHz region; We mea-
sured levels between -85 and 90 dBm. These spurioits
signals are not themselves strong enough to be confusing to
the user trying to move the factory set hand-held transmitter to
a clear spectrum region. But the source of these spurs, inside
the PSA-35, can cause direct problems with the receiver in the
Houston Tracker or USS Maspro receiver proper. These are
resolvable problems. Avcom is aware of the nature of the
problem and has a probable fix for most applications. We
talked with Andy Hatfield about the spurs (spurs that are in the
- 85 to - 90 dBm region are not severe from an engineering
point of view) and he felt that an additional isolator, built into
the PSA-35, might insure that the LO/conversion signal could
be dropped an additional 20 dB for special applications l ike
th is .

This consumer caution about using the PSA-35. The span
width (or sweep width) on virtually any band can be adjusted to
exceed 500 MHz (the nominal width of a single band). lf you
crank the span control too far clockwise and then adjust the
slide control to select the operating frequency center all the
way to the right, you wil l see what appear to be spurs on sev-
eral of the five (six) operating bands with the analyzer. These

are out of band signals which are not part of the real display.
You simply have the controls mis-adjusted and should not be
misled by the perceived appearance of spurs given these con-
trol settings.

Casing
We have already commented that the Luly external Nicad

battery pack appears at f irst blush to be ready to fall off the
leather-l ike case. As a practical matter, the batteries do pre-
sent a problem because they tend to get hit f irst, protruding as
they do from the top of the case. The shame here is that the
batteries could not have been stowed inside; Luly did not pro-
vide for an internal battery charger or the capacity to run the
analyzer on 1 10 VAC during an alternate charge or AC-oper-
ate switch selected function. In addition to this, a snap-on
cover for the faceplate of the analyzer lasted only a few hours
in regular use. The snaps simply broke apart with mild re-
oeated use. The solution to this could be a better selection of
snaps or, far better, the replacement of snaps with Velcro
strips as we ultimately did with our unit.

The original Avcom PSA-35 unit had no case and no face-
plate cover. A plastic, molded faceplate cover is now available
as standard equipment and this protects the CRT face, as well
as the knobs, from getting dinged, scratched, or broken. More
recently, Avcom has announced a very high quality carrying
case for the PSA-35 which totally protects the instruments
from abuse in the field. A oocket on the front allows the user to
carry the needed connectors, adapters, and cables all in one

PSA-35 is now available in complete wraparound heavy-duty
case which totally protects the analyzer from mishandling and
physical damage. Unit shown here with front cover unzipped for
instrument use.

place. The front pocket is not large enough to hold the com-
prehensive user's manual. A shorter quick reference manual
is being prepared as a refresher for the casual user, since the
larger manual should probably stay in the shop anyhow.
Accessories

Luly stands by the basic unit which they suggest is de-
signed for nonprofessional use by an installer who faces real
world problems but who does not pretend to have an engineer-
ing degree. At the $995 suggested price to TVRO dealers, the
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CARRYING CASE for PSA-35 is heavy, rugged, and good looking. Pocket on front, misused here for master manual, is for cables and
connectors used by engineer.

Luly Analyzer fi l ls a void in TVRO test gear and is a decent
ouy.

Avcom has taken a higher road with their PSA-35 and feels
that a serious installer of TVRO will want to amortize his
analyzer investment over a wide range of uses, including
SMATV and cable system check out. The multiple frequency
ranges covered by the PSA-35 accommodate this extended
use while the single frequency range of the Luly pretty well
pins down its uses to the straight forward TVRO applications.
And even at that, by not including frequency coverage of the
70 MHz band, Luly has made this package essentially a Tl
checking RF package or a 400-900 MHz lF range package.

Avcom has been introducing an extensive series of acces-
sories for the analyzer. They now include:

1) TISH-4O feedhorn, to allow the user to probe for Tl
signals when coupled to an LNB/LNC or LNA plus
downconverter.
2) WCA-4 waveguide to coax adapter which allows the
user to inject into and out of standard waveguide to test
Component unrts such as LNAs for operation.
3) MSG-4 microwave signal generator, a 3.5 to 4.3
GHz signal source with an internal modulating tone
which produces a bar pattern on the screen and with

which an installer can quickly determine if his 4 GHz
range LNA/LNB/LNC or downconverters are opera-
tional, as well as check out feeds and antennas.

The MSG-4 is particularly interesting because it is
self powered with another of the Nicad battery packs.
Therefore you can take it into the field to provide a rela-
tively stable and known level signal source in the 4 GHz
region. We'l l look at its operation in a subsequent issue
of  CSD.
4) Frequency calibration tool which allows the user ro
conduct more precise frequency calibration ol aTOMHz
system and to inject or test units with a 70 MHz lF (as
well as others).

Summary
Test equipment in TVRO has come quite a distance in the

past year and the application of modesfly priced spectrum
analyzers is an entirely new area of expertise that the serious
dealer must spend time learning about. One year ago we de-
cried the lack of designed-for-TVRO test equipment in CSD.
Now we have an abundance of choice and the dealer is ooten-
tially far better off because of this new professionalism in
TVRO test equipment.
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urricane
Unexpected Opportunity

Way back in the summer of 1979 when Bob Cooper
selected beachfront lots on the north shore of the Providen-
ciales, Turks, and Caicos lslands as a site for a future home
and research labs, he asked the real estate salesperson
about hurricane tides. "How far back from the beach should
we build the house to protect ourselves from hurricanes?" was
the question. The real estate type smiled and pointed his
finger directly out over the beach to the northwest. "About

2,400 miles in that direction!" was the response.
Hey, not to worry. The last devastating hurricane was back

in 1950 and prior to that it had been 1945. Coop liked to show
people what the 1945 hurricane did. An earlier hurricane, in
1 937, had washed thousands of ripened coconuts ashore and
natives who survived the storm had planted those coconuts as
seeds. Hundreds of coconut palms have sprouted from those

An earlier hurricane, in 1937, had washed
thousands of ripened coconuts ashore and
natives that survived the storm had planted
those coconuts as seeds. Hundreds of
coconut palms have sprouted from fhose
planted she//s and when the 1945 storm hit,
the new frees were B to 10 feet tall. The stor14
had laid the trees over on their sides, growind
no longer straight up towards the sky but now
growing virtually parallelto the sandy soil.

planted shells and when the 1945 storm hit, the new trees
were 8 to 10 feet tall. The storm had laid the trees over on their
sides, growing no longer straight up towards the sky but now
growing (if you can call i t growing) virtually parallel to the
sandy soil.

Palm trees are resil ient survivors. In the years that followed
the storm of 1945, they had continued to grow. But not hori-
zontally; the trees simply turned upwards at the end and con-
tinued to grow. There are hundreds of palms on Provo that
grow parallel to the ground for 8 to 10 feet, and then suddenly
turn upward to continue growing towards the sky. Satell i te an-
tennas probably do not possess that abil ity.

Hurricane Kate was an odd storm as hurricanes go. lt crept
onto the Weather Channel map on Saturday in mid-
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12 FOOT 1.6 GHz Weather Satellite dish (foreground) bent pipe

mount over in spite of being filled with concrete. So much for
making pipes stronger with fill material.

USS 16 FOOTfiberglassfailed because of improper anchors, not
dish or mount fai lure. No more Red Head lag anchors'

November, attracting Iitt le attention. "No hurricane this late in
the year has ever made it up the east coast," they said. For
most of Saturday, November 16th, it was ignored. The storm
was located almost directly north of San Juan, Puerto Rico,
and it was following a generally westerly track. Nobody
seemed concerned, and winds were reported to be around 85
MPH.

The NOAA weather satell i te photos, downlinked to the WIV
facility directly at 1.6 GHz, showed the storm to be considerably
larger, however, than the Weather Channel was reporting. By
late Saturday, winds on Provo were averaging over 20 miles
per hour and the WIV (TV) weather instruments were record-
ing gusts to more than 35 MPH.

Sunday morning dawned dark and overcast. A check ofthe
WIV weather instruments showed average wind speeds now
35 (MPH) with gusts in the mid-40s. The sea was chewing
large chunks of sand dune away from the beach and small
l imbs were l ittering the grounds. A tri-band amateur radio
beam antenna was wrapping itself around a support tower.
Standard hurricane procedure should have called for putting
plywood storm shutter covers over every window and door in
sight by now. We hesitated several crit ical hours which was
too long.

An Atlantic-Gulf flight was scheduled away from Provo to
Miami at 2:30PM that afternoon. Coop had a seat on it and
scheduled to come down from Florida on the same airplane
would be industry engineer John Ramsey of Sat-Tec/Ramsey
Electronics. Against allodds, the BAC-1 1 1 plane did make the
trip and as Coop boarded and Ramsey deplaned, the sus-
tained winds were 5'l MPH on the beach. Stuck behind a row
of hil ls, the wind at the airport was surprisingly calm.

"What's new?" queried John Ramsey, as WIV's Marshall
Foiles loaded Ramsey's baggage into the Blazer for the ride to
the WIV facil i ty. Foiles smiled and gave no response. Minutes
later, as the Blazer pulled away from the airport and left the
shielding of the hil ls, the winds struck the vehicle

"Wow, some windstorm!" Ramsey said.
"No, some hurricane!" responded Shari Foiles. Ramsey, it

turned out, had flown into a hurricane without being aware of
the storm's existence. He would have several reasons to re-
flect on his lack of knowledge in the next 48 hours.

"The last recorded wind speed I saw was 77 miles per
hour," remembers Ramsey. "Then the power went off." The
Provo power system is designed so that when the winds reach
a certain speed, the generator for the island simply shuts
down. High winds whip power l ines about without mercy, and
sooner or later the winds wil l r ip l ines loose and leave them
dangling across roadways. To prevent accidents that can
maim or kil l , the power service simply shuts it all down.

They ate by candlelight that Sunday evening while the
cooks at the lsland Princess hotel fixed cheeseburgers over a
gas gril l . Ramsey had not eaten in the new second floor lsland
Princess dining room; it had been completed and open less
than a weekwhen Kate came by. By 4:00 AM Monday morning
no one would ever eat in that dining room again;the entire top
floor of the lsland Princess Hotelwould be a scattered memory
with pieces strewn over several miles of lsland.

"There was no way we could sleep," recalls Marshall
Foiles. "We had lost allelectricity and I considered cranking up
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the 7.5 kW standby generator. That seemed like a foolish thing
to do just to be able to get power to some weather instruments
so we would know exacily how hard the wind was blowlng. We
already had a pretty good idea; coming back from the lsland
Princess, we found the front gates and fence to the WIV prop-
erty blown to smithereens; two metal TVRO dishes, built into
the fence as decorative pieces, were laying on the ground
rattl ing around in the winds. Tree l imbs were blocking the
driveway, and it was quite diff icult to walk."

Several t imes, before the 3:00 AM approach of the hur-
ricane's eye, Foiles and Ramsey would lash themsetves to-
gether with heavy rope and crawl to the 20 foot antenna field
and then to the beach. At the antennas, they attempted to re-
snug huge bolts that were supposed to keep the antennas
standing upright. At the beach, they were concerned that a
storm tide might rise up and smash over the top of the two pro-
tective sand dunes separating the buildings from the ocean."lf we saw the storm tide coming, we were prepared to
jump into the Blazer and head for higher ground! We had
emergency food, water, and a complete ham radio station
packed in the Blazer for a quick get-away.,,

A storm tide is the most dangerous part of a hurricane. Nor-
mal t ide variations on Provo are only a few feet. A storm tide
might increase the ocean's water level by 9 to 12 feet. That
much additional water would sweep the ocean over both of the
protective sand dunes and direcily into the twin buildings. Not
much would be standing if that happened. people caught in it
would d ie.

"Cn the VHF radio, we heard the people at Club Med say'The eye is here,' and that bothered us because here we were
only 3/+ of a mile away and the winds were sti l l  blowing full
force. lt took ' l  0 minutes for the relative calm of the hurricane,s
eye to travel lhals/q mile. Then suddenly, the winds virtually
quit and there was an eerie silence. John and lwent out to as-
sess the damage," recalls Foiles.

What  they found was manageable.  Winds of  105 to 110
miles per hour had raked the satell i te antenna lot for 2 hours
and winds only slightly weaker had been pounding the anten_
nas and buildings for another 12 hours. ,,At that point, we
might have lost a pair of ADM 20 footers, and a handful of
smaller dishes. I was very pleased with the damage assess_
ment."

All of that would change in the next few hours. When the
eye finally moved through (it took more than an hour), itwas as
if a giant knife switch in the sky had been thrown and suddenly
the 105-110 mi le per  hour  winds returned.  Now, rather  than
blowing from the northeast, the winds were originating in the
southwest. All of the antennas and mounts, beaten by strong
winds from one direction for half a day, were suddenly sub_
jected to equally strong winds from exacily the opposite direc_
t ion.

"l know the book says the backside winds should be the
same as the front side winds," commented Ramsey, ,,but man
oh man, they sure seemed much worse!" lt was approaching
5:00 AM, and there was not much to do but collapse in a fit of
exhaustion as the rear side of Kate slashed away at anything
left standing by the leading edge of the storm.

The first light of dawn revealed the true extent of damage. A
total of 25 satellite antennas, from 8 feet to 20 feet in diameter,
had been in operating condition before Kate. As the wind

REAR BRACES on ADM 20 footer were yanked out of the rear-of-
hub attachment point leaving the top half of the dish unsup-
ported. The dish folded over on itselt in center.

ADM 20 FOOTER, one of four that collapsed, came apart because
rear braces came loose and the dish folded up in the center like a
giant clam shell .
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of parabolic symmetry. The structural integrity
of any antenna design will greatly influence
its gain and beamwidth characteristics.
Strength is critical for good performance.
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reflector, you must be able to aim the antenna
with predictable, repeatable precision. A
stable, accurate polar mount and drive system
will enable you to enjoy truly care-free
operation of your system.
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system that performs without excuses. You'll
want that same oerformance tomorrow as
well as years from tomorrow. Start with a
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Our new stainless steel
mesh clips are snapped on
by one person. Sharp barbs
grip lateral grooves on the
aluminum r inC extrus ion
for a secure hbld.
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The mesh panels are held
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is a very clean looking
mesh installation
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A TOTALED/ADM 20 footer at WIV tower first rammed into con'

crete pad when actuatorgaveout. Bottomfolded upfrom beating

on pad, followed by rear struts busting loose on top panels re-

sutting in dish 'clam shelling' at end. Coop inspects.

speed dipped into the 40s and they could move about again,
only 2 of the 25 were found to be operational. Cranking up the

standby power plant, the systematic checkout of the damage
Degan.

"One of the first things we checked was the Weather Chan-
nel," reports Marshall Foiles. "They were muttering something
about the storm lashing the coast of Cuba and gave only pass-

ing mention of it having been through the Turks lslands. They
couldn't even pronounce our island names correctly, and they
had us out of the storm at a time when the wind gusts were sti l l

hitt ing 50 MPH." Well, so much for The Weather Channel.
Damage throughout Provo was far milder than expected.

Several houses simply disappeared with the type of debris trail
one exDects to find after a tornado. Dozens of roofs lifted off
into orbit, and power poles were scattered l ike tooth picks over
roadways. Miraculously, nobody had been hurt. lt would be
weeks before full electrical and telephone service was re-

stored, but the satell i te antennas did not fare so well.

Damage Assessment
The most graphic damage sustained was to solid surface

dishes. Before Kate, f ive of the ADM 20 foot antennas had
been in service. After Kate, only one was capable of being

olaced back into service;the other four either clam-shelled by
folding over in the middle when their rear strut supports pulled

loose from the hub, or they simply blew apart as dozens of
pieces flew off the monster antenna leaving them too weak to
stand upright. We'l l come back to the reason for the losses
shortly.

Screen-mesh antennas, as a family, survived far better
than other antennas (i.e., solid metal or f iberglass). This is

contrary to some reports from hurricanes striking the Gulf
Coast this past fall. We'l l see why this might be so shortly.

Mounts proved to be the weak spot for virtually all anten-
nas; those few that had suitable mounts suffered either no
damage or very l imited damage.

Those who have been in the industry for a few years wil l re-

call a series of hurricane tests conducted by Paradigm Man-
ufacturing Company in the summer of 1983. Using gigantic
wind machines, Paradigm tried to blow some of the 12 foot an-
tennas apart. To make the tests more real, the 75 miles plus
(hurricane force) winds were married to thousands of gallons

of waler dropped into the machines. The antennas, some of
Paradigm manufacture and some competitive, were sub-
jected to the combination wind and water and then the dam-
age was assesseo.

A vivid advertising campaign captured the tests and il lus-
trated how their screen-mesh antennas had been proven to
survive hurricane winds. This series of tests immediately
prompted other copy tests by similar manufacturers, and
started a debate among antenna engineers as to the true wind
resistance of mesh. CSD and CSD/2 carried extensive reports
and opinions on these tests during 1984 and .l 985.

The bottom line, according to Paradigm, is that properly de-
signed mesh antennas withstand heavy winds (and water)

better than solid antennas. The theory seems to be that while
the mesh surface does present an impediment to the flow-
through of wind, the resistance is far lower per square inch, or
foot, than a solid surface would be. Wind forces that build up
a dish surface turn the dish into a small sail. lmagine trying to

WHEN THE DISHES folded in half, the lower panel sections

ground into the concrete pads, destroying parabolic shape of

panel pieces. Denuded Hero 1 3 footer is in the background.
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SHREDDED MESH/ Hero 13 footer peeled mesh from dish cir-
cumference and then stacked it up in layers towards the hub
center. Dish itself survived.

TIPPED OVER/ 20 foot ADM dish collapsed onto its lower lip
when front leg of tripod mount gave way. Panels from another
dish helped put this one back into service.

HOUSE lS GONE/ scattered pieces of lumber and a foundation
are allthat remains as Avcom's Pat Hatfield inspects damage on
Provo after Kate ripped through.

support and carry a 4 by 8 sheet of plywood in a mild wind.
Now, imagine trying to carry the same piece of plywood
with a 75 mile per hour wind blowing. Yes, the surface areas of
the solid plywood is going to catch a great deal of wind. lf you
poked holes in the plywood, some of the wind would pass
through and the wind load would decrease..But, bv how
much?

Another popular theory is that when wind strikes the screen
mesh, small eddy currents are set up which deflect away from

LAG ANCHORS pulled out/USS 16 footer turned over and ground
into coral when these Red Head lags were yanked out of concrete
pad by 110 MPH winds.

PIECES ONLY/ ADM 20 looter (center) is in pieces after Kate; 10
foot fiberglass dish lays impaled on ground post on right. The
building survived intact, more or less.

FLIPPED ECI 11 FOOTER/ Cal Piper of lsland Princess Hotet in-
spects upside down ECI antenna that wrenched its post mount
into awkward upside down position during Kate. Antenna sur-
face survived.
the wire mesh strands. These eddy currents, the theory goes,
form a wind sheet over the surface of the dish and this, in ef-
fect, f i l ls up the holes in the mesh. lf you subscribe to this
theory, you believe that at some speed the wind no longer can
flow through the mesh surface and from that point onward the
mesh surfaced dish acts l ike a solid surface dish. Further-
more, because mesh dishes are known to be l ightweight and
not overly strong, this theory suggests that as the mesh be-
comes solid the relatively l ightweight dish and its support
structure simply fold up under the pressure. We would see.
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Two That Survived
As noted, out of 25 operating antennas, two survived and

they were still operational after Kate' One was a 16 foot Para-

clipse (Paradigm) horizon-to'horizon dish and the other was

the new Paraclipse 9 foot CD series horizon-to-horizon' Both

of these antennas were ready to produce satellite pictures

when oower returned; none of the other antennas could make

that claim.
At the opposite end of the scale, four ADM 20 foot dishes

were destroyed, although we would eventually be able to

piece together two operating antennas'.A fifth ADM antenna

surviviei with minor damage. lt was an interesting sub'study

O"a"rt" it was a one-of-a-kind horizon-to-horizon mount dish

driven not with a traditional electrical drive but rather with a

hydraulic drive system using fluid-pressure ratherthan electri-

cal force to move the dish.

There were two recurring themes to the damage as-

sessment:
1) Linear actuators (i.e., standard iackscrew type

motorized arms) did not survive' Under the strong wind

pressures, the antenna sail created such forces on the
jinear actuators that they were driven closed (i'e'' they

screwed in as the winds pushed the dishes from the

rear). Once closed, the wind pressures-simply kept
'working 

on the actuators until either:
A) Th; actuator broke toose of the attachment to the

dish by snapping the ear connecting the actuator to a

dish strut, or
B) The actuator itself failed (several had their internal

gears stripped by the wind forces working against a fully

closed actuator).

2) Mounts, either the pipe mounts supporting the dish-

es and/or the antenna OEM supplied bracket assem-

bly attaching the antenna proper to the pipe, were tre-

mlndously overrated for their ability to keep the an-

tenna upright under the strong winds' Mounts:
A) Bent afthe top, where the mount to pipe attachment
takes place.
B) Spun free when the bolts holding the antenna to the

pipe broke loose(.).
i.it n"" been our practice to pin all mounts to all pipes

with bolts inserted through me pipe support' In these

cases, the mounts did not spin free but rather bent and

warped under the winds.

After the fact, it is diff icult to be certain whether actuators or

mounts broke first. Antenna after antenna (22 in all) showed

us that once the actuator breaks f ree, and/or the mount begins

to come apart, the antenna becomes a freewheeling sail

wnipping back and forth in the hurricane winds' Once the an-

tenna O6gins to freewheel, it slams into the ground' posts' or

"nytning n"urby, and this slamming action quickly bends or

breaks fieces off the antenna' More than a dozen antennas In

the WIV test facility suffered this type of damage' Our sum'

mary of the mesh-type antennas, which suffered less-than-

total destruction, is as follows:
1) Mount Failure: We believe I of 13 antennas suffered

surface and rib damage because some portion of the

M-

�DM20looter(rightofcenter)survived.Thefiveotherdishesinphotowere
destroyed (see text).
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Our NEW Perforated-Aluminum Dish is
designed to meet your customers needs
now-and for years t6 come. Our 10' Classic
is ahead of il's time and you can see the
difference in the construction and the per-
formance of an ODOM

The Classic is Ku-Band compatible and it
fills the market need for a <iualitv metal
antenna that lets the view thru. . lnot the
signal.

Now your dealers can be selling the best of both.
ODOM-Classic perforated alumin"um for the market
that want-s qligh qqality metal dish at a competitive
price, and ODOM Original for those uncompromis-
ing customers that want, and demand, the veiy finest
in-fiberglass.

5
YEAR

P.O.  Box  1017
Beebe, AR 2201 2
For Your Nearest ODOM Distributor,
Call  1-800-643-2950
or in Arkansas (501) 882-6485
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NOT OFFSET FED/This 20 footer by ADM turned into a giant
"Pringle Chip" in Kate's winds' No, it no longer tracks the Clarke

Orbit belt!

RAISED ANCHOR/concrete anchor, attached to the W|V-added

pole mount brace on Hero 13 footer, lifted 6 inches out of coral/

sand in storm. The antennas are only as good as their weakest

points...

HURRICANE or Tornado? Remnants of ADM 20 footer are scat-

tered downwind from antenna pad after Kate swept over Provo'

Needless to say, this dish was a total loss'

mount failed. The mount failures may or may not have

been accompanied by actuator failure as well which left

the antenna improperly supported in the middle of a hur-

ricane. Damage varied from badly bent panels to broken

ribs where the unsupported antennas slammed into

solid objects.
2) Actuator Failures: We suspect that f ive antennas

suffered acluator failure (wind forces ripped the gear

teeth out of the actuators after the actuator was driven

closed by the wind working on the antenna surface)' An-

tenna damage was slight or not at all.
3) Miscellaneous Observations: One 16 foot USS Fi-

berglass antenna was destroyed when our poorly

selected (Red Head) lag anchors yanked out of the con-

crete pad leaving the otherwise substantial mount un-

supported. The failure of this installation was our error

and not the fault of USS; the anchor bolts should have

been welded to steel members buried into the concrete
pad ratherthan being simply lagged into the pad proper'

One Paraclipse 12 foot anlenna, manufactured during a
period when Paradigm was not including 'Hurricane

Clips'as standard practice on all antennas, lost its ac-

tuator. The freewheeling antenna rotated with the wind

and beat itself to death. Eight other 12 foot Paraclipse

antennas, each with the Hurricane Straps survived with

minor damage even though many lost actuator sup-

oorts.
Three Conifer antennas retained the integrity of their sur-

faces, their mounts, and their electronics, but lost their feeds'

An ECI 1 1 footer turned upside down on its mount, twisting the

mount{o-pole metal pieces into a corkscrew. The actuator

arm snapped in the process but the (Seavey) feed, which is

quite heavy, and the surface of the dish' as well as the ribs,

came through the storm unscathed.
Two Hero antennas were skinned; the sheet-metal-screw

applied mesh surface rippled and rolled up into small knots or

bails at the center of the dish. The ribs and remainder of the

antennas came through intact. (Both of the 13 foot Hero an-

tennas were being operated in a fixed mode; both were an-

chored, without motor drives attached, on single birds' Bob

Behar suggests that if the drives had been attached and the

dishes had been in a stowed position - straight up - the mesh

would have staYed in Place.)
One hurricane does not answer all questions' For years,

the common advice has been to stow antennas straight up'

We did this. As best we could tell, i t made no difference what-

soever. The winds drove the dishes to their most westerly

angle position, dragging the l inear or horizon-to-horizon ac-

tualors along with them. Looking back, stowing the antennas

directly into the storm might help since it would take the wind

longer to drive them straight up and to the most westerly po-

sition before the antenna drives ran out of travel room' Re-

member. we found the l inear actuators, in particular, eventu-

ally broke loose from the antennas (either physically breaking

loose or having their gear trains stripped out), and at best, they

acted as brakes for some period of t ime. Securing the dishes

so that they would not {reewheel back and forth after (not if)

the actuators break free seems like a good hurricane precau-

tion for future reference. Ground anchors that would allow you

to tie-off the dishes in a stowed position which prevents the
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UNDER DESTRUCTION/ 20 foot ADM is being disassembled alter being blown off of pad (left) and deposited on coral ground adjacent to
pad. USS 16 footer (right of center) was also ripped off of its pad and crushed on coral (see text).

dishes from wind-run-away also makes sense to us for future
reference since it is clear that wind driven dishes are a major
cause of ult imate antenna damage.

We also thoughl that if you take a 3 or 4 or 5 inch piece of
pipe and fi l l  i t with concrete, allowing the concrete to harden
and stiffen the pipe, you wil l add considerable strength to a
pipe mount. Not true. Calcuiations suggest that if you fi l l  a
piece of pipe with concrete, you are gaining between 10 and
12 percent additional pipe-stand strength at the most. Pipe
fi l led with concrete tended to split along vertical seams or
where stresses simply made seams. Concrete fi l led pipe was
ultimately not measurably stronger nor more resistant to wind
collapse than pipe left alone. We won't bother fi l l ing any more
pipe with concrete in the future.

Some Uniden 10 foot  7 inch d ishes were par t icu lar ly  sur-
prising. They use a slide-in type of mesh surface with channels
in the ribs to accommodate the mesh panels. Many other
suppliers use this general approach and we've l istened po-
litely as antenna designers have claimed at trade shows that
these slide-in panels wil l merely pop out if the wind gets too
strong. The suggestion has been that you may lose panels but
you wil l not lose a dish super-structure with such antennas.

Not  one panet  came out  of  such a d ish.  l f  a  105-110 mi le
per hour wind for 4.5 hours won't pop a panel out, we doubt
you wil l pop panels. In fact, the Uniden dishes survived with
only minor feed support damage (aside from actualor arms
that bent or broke; a separate problem lraceable not to Uniden
but to the actuator people). Do panels pop out? We doubt it. At
least not in Hurricane Kate.

_;"- 
-' '

Several actuators did fi l l  up with sand and wind driven salt
water. Yes, they had boots on them. You almost need to ex-
perience the penetrating force of 100 mile per hour winds driv-
ing tons of wet sand loaded down with salt water to appreciate
what happens here.

"We tied ourselves to the dishes with rope to keep from
being blown across the yard," remembers Marshall Foiles""John (Ramsey) would try to fit a large wrench to the nut and I
would try to get another large wrench to the head of the bolt.
After just a half minute or so, our bodies were a mass of raised
welts from the wind driven sand. l 've heard of sandblasting but
I have never felt it before. I am really surprised there is any-
thing left standing after that storm!"

Fences, t i le roofs, and sides of buildings disappeared. Wet
sand was fall ing out of crevices, nooks, and crannies for
weeks aiter the storm. lt was no wonder that some actuators,
located on dishes close to Provo's beaches, simply fi l led up
with gunk and never worked again.

"Fitt ings sealed with Coax-Seal stayed tight while some
others, including those taped up, simply disappeared. There
are tremendous pressures at work in a storm like this; people
have no idea how bad it really is. I have lived here (on provo)
for six years and I always thought it would be fun to go through
a hurricane. That was it; the next t ime there is a hurricane, I am
going to join Coop on the last plane out. One is enough for a
l i f e t ime l '
Other System Damage

West Indies Video operated seven television transmitters,
an FM broadcast transmitter, a two-way radio repeater, a 25

ii
il
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5' Spun Aluminum
5 ' S D R  6 ' S D R

5' Spun Aluminum Pedorated
5 ' P D R  6 ' P D R

IN$LUDES: Simple, Quick Assembly (Apprgx. 1 5 min)
Buttonhook
Powder Coat Finish
Boxes Available

Ol{E PIECE SPUI{ ATUMII{UM FOR THE TRUEST, iIOST ACCURATE A]{TE]{I{A AVAILABIE'

SUPER PICTURE

F/D 5'  = .36
F/D 6'  = .30

WEIGHT:
5'  SDR = 40 lbs.

6 '  SDR = 53 lbs.

5 '  PDR = 39 lbs.

6 '  PDR = 52 lbs.

DH Satellite
P.O. Box 239

Prair ie du Chien, Wl 53821-9990
(608) 326-8406



channel cable television system, and the R and D Lab on
Provo prior to the storm. The satell i te antennas, all 25 of them
plus another 15 on the island which WIV had installed for
others, were common to most of the services. The loss of dish-
es put virtually everything off the air. Foiles managed to get
four cable channels back on the air with temporary or broken
antennas within four days, and he had the FM station on the air
60 hours after Kate plowed through. Within a week, the first
over{he-air broadcast TV channel was back in service. lt
would be months before all service was restored to its original
operating condition, however.

A 150 foot (Rohn 65G) broadcast tower, laced with several
dozen transmitting antennas, survived intact. Only a handful
of the rugged tower mounted Yagi and log antennas were lost
in the storm, although satell i te dishes at the base of the tower
folded up l ike accordions. A small 30 foot tower, holding one
end of a 23 GHz terrestrial microwave link between the tower
site and the antenna farm at Grace Bay, leaned badly, and the
terrestrial microwave oath was lost until the tower was re-
olaced.

The cable TV system, newly constructed this past fall, suf-
fered major damage. Using integrated (figure 8) % inch self-
messengered trunk cable, virtually every splice, amplif ier,
passive entry, or exit f i tt ing pulled loose in the winds. Getting
the cable system back into operation involved redoing virtually
every cable fitt ing in the plant, a process that required a
week's time. Trunk amplif iers were blown clearly off of poles
and were discovered laying in the bush at the bottom of poles.
One stretch of uti l i ty poles, supporting cable TV as well as
power and telephone lines, saw 21 poles snapped off at their
bases. In a situation such as this, everyone pitches in and
helps clean up the mess; getting power restored for island res-
idents had top priority so the cable TV crew went to work re-
moving downed uti l i ty poles and lines to get the major uti l i ty
services back in place before the cable TV lines were addressed.

Synopsis
Hurricane force winds are dangerous to satell i te antennas.

Dealers l iving and working in areas where hurricanes are pos-
sible should reconsider their installation oractices. Mesh an-
tennas with properly designed horizon-to-horizon mounts
proved their superiority on Provo during Kate. Antenna
mounts, whether pole or three legged, are only as good as the
method used to attach the mounts to the ground or pad(s).
Feeds must be guy-wire supported if they are going to survive
such storms intact. Pole mounts should be braced (such as
the Paraclipse 9 foot CD series antenna) if you want to be sure
the antenna does not cave in at the mount proper.

Fil l ing pipe (mounts) with concrete is a waste of t ime in
most situations; you are far better off spending the same
money and time bracing the pole back to the ground with three
rugged support legs. Stowing the antennas straight up proved
ineffective;we suggest stowing them into the wind so the drive
has further to be shoved by the wind before it runs out of maneu-
vering room and ultimately is forced to crack open or bust off
by the winds. Any dish that does not have a hulricane safety
strap should have one added as an accessory option to insure
that when (not if) the actuator arm busts loose, there is some-
thing in place to help the dish when it f lops from side to side in
the winds.

NOSE JOB/ 1 2 foot fiberglass, 16 foot USS fiberglass, and 20 foot
ADM all ended up on their noses after Kate's 110 mile per hour
winds ground them down.

NO LONGER STANDING/ ADM 13 footer and 11 footer lay when
Kate finally let them go, on ground in front of WIV fence. Holes in
fence were Kate-made; before storm, fence line was intact.

UTILITY POLES all over Provo sheared off at their bases or
leaned over close to ground, suspended (as this one) only by the
still intact power lines.
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TVRO in EuroPe

TVRO Progress in
Europe

by Peter C. Sutro

Florence, ltaly, is known as the cradle of renaissance an

and culture, having spawned such giants as Michelangelo'

Leona rdodaV inc i ,Dan te ,andGa l i l eo ' l t i s t he las tp lace tha t
one would expect to f ind an electronics show featuring satellite

earth stations. Yet that is exactly what took place on October

18, 1985, in the Palazzo dei Congressi of the Forlezza da

Basso on the outskirts of this beautiful and historic city The

show was officially known as RIAFF 85, "Rassegna delle Ap-

oaieccniature Hi-Fi, Car Stereo, Videoregistrazione' Televis-

ione, ComPuter e loro accessori '"
ih" torir"r, was built in the 15th century and was used by

Florentine and later by ltalian armies and now houses a variety

of schools as well as a fully-equipped exhibit ion hall This par-

t i cu la rshowfea tu red ,a longw i thTVse ts ' compu te rs ' h i { i
equipment, and video tape recorders, seven satell i te anten-

n".'runging from a 3 foot C-band dish aimed at the Soviet

Ghorizont satell i te to a 10 foot Ku-band dish receiving signals

from Eutelsat l-F1 , which carries Music Box (the poputar

Brit ish clone of MTV) as well as various news' entertainment'

and religious programming from West Get.tuly' France' Bel-

gium, N'orway, lialy, and the Netherlands The star of the

show, however, was a 6 foot antenna receiving the newly-

launched Ku-band service on Intelsat VA-F1 1' bringing CNN

to the EuroPean continent

It was this CNN service which elicited the most interest

among exhiOitors and the public, for itwil l enable hotels as well

as the tens of thousands of Americans l iving in Europe to re-

ceive immediate, around-the-clock news from home on rela-

tively small dishes at a low cost The footprint of the CNN ser-

vice on 6 toot antennas appears to spread from Scotland in

tf'L nottft to the coast of North Africa in the south' and to cover

in an east_west direction all the western European countries

and even the Middle East (perhaps needing 8 or 10 foot anten-

nas in the fringes).
What this lieans to luxury hotels whose clientele is at least

50% American (or at least English-speaking) is the abil ity to

offer to their guests a very valuable amenity and to the back-

yard dish owner the ability to keep in touch with world news as

ft h"pp"nr, in a language he can understand' and with a slant

that is American and not filtered through some European gov-

ernment's censorship' CNN, of course, wants to be paid for

theserv iceandhaseveryr ight toco| |ect .However, theappar-
ent danger is that they will make the encryption system so ex-

p"n.t" unC complicated (i 'e' '  subject to technical tailure in

areas where service is difficult, at best) that it will defeat their

purpose. lt appears to me that a very secure audio encryption

iyti"t wouid suffice to render the service worthless to a

would-be pirate. Fees from hotels and private individuals

coupteO with advertising revenues could make this one of Ted

Turner's more successful enterprtses'
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The most interesting booth at the show featured Luxor

Droducts in a side-by-side demonstration of live downlinks

showing the US (CNN), Soviet (Ghorizont), and Western

European (Eutelsat) news feeds. lt proved tobe an impresslve

demonstration of Arthur Clarke's theories of world communl-

cations. Let us hope that more international programming wil l

soon become available in countrles around the world, so that

people wil l get to know and understand one another better'

The f uture of western European satellite television appears

to be at about the point at which the USA's was about four or

five years ago. The one important difference is that they wil l

not have to go through the agonizing and expensive trial and

"rro, pro"est to which our industry was sub.iected' The Euro-

peans know what they want and that includes state-ofthe-art

equipment, infrared remote controls, stereo sound, superlow

temperature LNBs, and very accurately made dishes' lt is not

a case of being able to foist off junk on the new European mar-

ket. There should be good opportunities for some US man-

ufacturers to enter a potentially vast market' A modification of

a satell i te Ku-band compatible receiver to give it an 800 MHz

wide lF would be gobbled up in Europe today if available' One

US manufacturer, the Stolle division of Alcoa' is already

positioned in Europe with its 6 foot (1'8 meter) antenna avail-

able in warehouses in Britain and the Netherlands'

i would dare say that their products wil l become the stan-

dard on the European market, especially with extender panels

(to 8 feet) and their capabil ity in the 1'2 meter and smaller

antennas.

The most important satellite show in Europe in the next six

months wil l take place in Basel, Switzerland, from February 1 1

to 13, and lwould urge any US manufacturers interested in

this burgeoning market to attend even though it is very close to

the Las Vegas SPACE/STTI show on February 19'

An interesting sidelight of my trip to ltaly was the discovery

of the expertise of ltalian manufacturers in the field of RF' ltaly

boasts upwards of 40 VHF and UHF broadcast signals in a

given area and they have developed tremendous competence

in the fields of antenna design and signal processing' includ-

ing amplif ication, f i l tering, and modulation' An example is an

exiel lent, crystal-conlrolled modu lator of commercial qual ity

which is extremely temperature stable and has excellent adja-

cent channel rejection characteristics which could be imported

and sold profitably in the US for under $150' lf anyone is in-

terested in learning more about these products, I can be con-

tacted at (201) 766-4408' With the cost of quality commercial

grade receiveis now below $500, imagine what the addition of

a Sl SO modulator does to the cost of a five satellite channel

SMATV head-end. The entire cost including installation would

be under $5,000, making it affordable to apartment buildings

where the pay-TV penetration projections were under 50 sub-

scnDers.

ln conclusion, I would recommend that US manufacturers

take a long look at the opportunities available in Europe both

for expotl and imPort.
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AVCOM
AVCOM is known for i ts high standard of
performance, rel iabi l i ty and value in a f ul l
range o f  communica t ions  equ ipment  to
meet your every need. The quali ty and
workmanship that has gone into the design
and production of AVCOM's ful l  l ine of
Sate l l i te  Rece ivers  i s  a lso  a  "s tandard

feature" of AVCOM's new l ine of Spectrum
Analyzers, featuring the Portable PSA-35.

NEW!
ANOTHER INDUSTRY
FIRST FROM AVCOM!

SATELLITE RECEIVERS . SPECTRUM ANALYZERS
MICROWAVE INSTRUMENTS AND COMPONENTS

Quality, Reliability & Ease of Operation
For Your Specific Needs

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

AVCOM's PSA-35 Portable Spectrum Ana-
lyzer offers frequency coverages of 10 to
1500 MHz and 3.7 to 4.2 GHz for checking
signal strength, inband attenuations, ter-
restr ial interference and f i l ter al ignment,
fau l ty  connectors  and LNA's ,  feedhorn
isolat ion, and cable loss at al l  frequencies
used in  the  TVRO indus t rv .  inc lud ino  12
GHz downconverters.

coM-3R

AVCOM's  COM-3(R)  Ser ies  o f  re l iab le
Satel l i te Receivers features 24-channel de-
tented tuning, APS-24 (automatic polari ty
swi tch ing) ,  c rys ta l  con t ro l led  modu la to r ,
unc lamped v ideo ou tpu t  fo r  decoders ,
tunab le  aud io  (4  to  8  MHz)  w i th  w ide  and
n a r r o w  l F  b a n d w i d t h ,  s e n s i t i v e  s i g n a l
strength meter, excel lent threshold sensi-
t ivi ty, scan-tune circuitry, and internal DC
power block. The COM-3 features a con-
venient remote control unit  for ease of
operation. The COM-3(R) Series is among
the bes t  per fo rming  Sate l l i te  Rece ivers
avai lable for weak signals and excel lent
video reception.

SPECIAL HALF-TRANSPONDER
RECEIVERS FOR INTERNATIONAL-

TYPE TRANSMISSIONS

AVCOM'S COM-3, COM -3R and COM-60
Series Receivers can be ordered with options
to receive half-transponder international-
type  s igna ls  The THRESHOLD PEAKING
option greatly enhances threshold perform-
ance on weak half-transponder signals. The
DUAL lF electronical ly-switched ful l  and
ha l f - t ransoonder  f i l te r  oo t ion  a l lows re -
ception of international-type signals as well
as standard domestic satel l i tes.

BLOCK DOWNCONVERTER
SYSTEM

For Cost-Effective
Multi-Channel lnstallations

coM-667

AVCOM's COM-60 Series of Satettite Receiv-
ers features commericial qual i ty, double
convers ion ,  h igh  s tab i l i t y ,  compat ib i l i t y  w i th
SA's 6650 receivers, rack mounting, f lexible
downconverter for use with any degree or
brand of LNA, scan tune, signal strength
meter, tunable audio, and horizontal/vert i-
cal control output. No isolators are needed
for these block downconversion systems,
and numerous options are avai lable. The
COM-65T is equipped with a unique group
card channel selector.

coM-2A

AVCOM's COM-2A and COM-28 Satett i te
Receivers offer attract ive styl ing and con-
venience with the quali ty AVCOM is known
for .  Tunab le  Aud io  w i th  w ide  and nar row lF ,
scan tune, signal strength meter, and pro-
vision for internal crystal control led modu-
lator are standard features. The COM-2A
receiver features a comprehensive remote
control unit .  Numerous options are avai lable
for both receivers.

scPc-100

AVCOM's SCPC-I00 offers a versati le ap-
proach for receiving specif ic frequencies of
S INGLE CHANNEL PER CARRIER t rans-
missions. The SCPC-100 solves the prob-
lem of receiving audio transmitted sepa-
rately f  rom video. Radio stat ions can use the
SCPC-100 to receive program feeds. Down-
converter may be remoted at antenna or
instal led in the receiver mainframe. The
SCPC-100 is used with an FlVl tuner.

AVCOM's BDC-60 BLOCK DOWNCON-
VERTER is used with the COM-65T and
COM-66T Satel l i te Receivers to convert the
3.7  to  4 .2  GHz s igna l  f rom any  low no ise
ampli f ier Io a 270 to 77O MHz block of
frequencies. The BDC-60 has a bui l t- in DC
power block and can be used to replace
more exoensive LNC's.

Check wi th us.  Di f ferent  needs require d i f -
ferent  receivers.  So let  us know what you
need, then we can recommend the AVCOM
Receiver that 's  best  for  you.  AVCOM wi l l
make custom modi f icat ions on eouiDment
you order to g ive you maximum perform-
ance and to a l low for  specia l  appl icat ions.
AVCOM also carr ies a complete l ine of
TVRO accessor ies and satel l i te receiv ing
compontents.  To s impl i fy  satel l i te insta l la-
t i ons  and  o the r  TVRO tes t  s i t ua t i ons ,
AVCOM manufactures a l ine of  Spectrum
Analyzers,  featur ing the PSA-35. For more
informat ion on any of  AVCOM's re l iable
T V R O  e q u i p m e n t ,  w r i t e .  A V C O M ,  5 0 0
Southlake Blvd. ,  Richmond, VA 23236. Or
call (804) 794-2500. To place an order, call
tollJree: 1 -800-446-2500.



Technical

fqmqicqn 7-Meler Dish
by Hugh G. Brand

pendix 3:1. for satellite Satcom F3R to Kingston, Jamaica' This

shows that the azimuth angle A to Satcom F3R, is 257 '44" 'The

elevation angle is 25-98" and the slant height is 38989 km'

Knowing where the satellite is, is the first point' The next

oroblem is to locate it in as simple manner as possible and also

to locate the other in a similar manner. In other words, to track

the satell i te belt. The simplest way of doing this is by a polar

mount. However, a true polar mount would look over the satel-

lite belt and therefore some modification is required'
Appendix 3:2 shows the modified polar mount due to Walt-

ner, Reference 1. The principle of the method assumes that

the perfect mount would align on all satell i tes; even those on

Pqrl
The Mount

The geosynchronous satell i tes always remain in the same
position in the sky relative to the observer. This occurs be-

cause the satellite is placed in an almost perfectly circular

eouatorial orbit. l t s alt itude is such that its orbital period

exactly matches the rotation of the earth, i.e.' 24 hours corre-

sponding to an altitude of about 35,800 km (22,245 miles)

above the Earth's surface. Consequently, it is necessary to

compute only one set of azimuth and elevation angles in order

to position an antenna for a given synchronous satell i te' This

task can be easily accomplished in a few seconds on a pocK-

et calculator with trig functions. The method is shown in Ap-

ill

Appendix 3:1

CALCULATION OF AZIMUTH/ELEVATION ANGLE/SLANT HEIGHT
for

SATCOM F3R - 131"W
from fi8.027"N 76.76"W)

a = 18.0266

g = -76.75986

R = 6367 km

L = 35800 km

b = (9- t) = - 76.75986 + 131 = 54.24

C = cofl (cos 54.24 x cos 18.0266)

= cos-1 (0.5844 x 9.9509) = cos-1 (0.5557)

= s-8,4"-
EQUATOR

SATELLITE

SUBPOINTAzimuth Angle A = 180 * tan-1 ltan b/sin a) = 180 * tun-1 (t '3886/0'3095)

= 180 + tan-1 1+.+az4 = 180 + 77.437
= ?F-l=,-+-!

SlantHeightS = [R2 + (R+h)2-2R(R+h) cosCl ' / '

= $sazz +421672 -2x6367 x42167 xo.5557)1/2

= (6.3672 x 1 06 + 42. 1 6 72 x 1 OG - 2 x 6.367 x 42.1 67 x'l 06 x 0.557711/z

= to3 (+.os+ x 10 + 1]78 x 103 -  2.9839)%

= 103 (1 .52)1/z =3-8-98-g--km(24227 ml)

[ 2 R s l -

= cos- t  [g .agag2xto8 + o.goz?xto6 -  +.z tqz2xt08]  - ta
12 x 6.367 x 1 03 x 3.8989 x 1 O4l

GROUND STATION

CSD/January 1986



APPendix 3:1

E leva t i onAng te  =  cos -1  [ 1 .52x '109  +  4 ' 054  x -107  -  1778  x ' l o9 ]  - 90

4.964 x 1oB

=  cos -1  [ 152  x  107  +  4 ' 0539  x  107  -177 '8 -x  107 ]  -90

12 x 6.967 x 103 x 3 '8989 x 104

=  cos -  1  ( -0 .438 )  -90

= 115.98 _ g0 = ?_9.9_9"

SATELLITE

1//GROUND 
STATION

SATELLITE SUBPOINT

ON EOUATOR

the far side of the Earth. lf the antenna is t i l ted on its axis and
the axis is also tilted in respect to the polar axis we get a mod-
if ied polar mount shown in the figure. Rotating the antenna on
its axis will trace a conical surface, but the intersection of this

conical surface with the equatorial plane wil l be an ell ipse be-
cause the axis is not perpendicular to the plane. This shows
that we still do not have a perfect mount since the satellite belt
is circular. However, if it is shown that the error in tracking is
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Appendix 3:2
Modified Polar Mount

for
Lat i tude18.0266'N Lonqi tude76.75936"W

AXtS
a  =  La t i t udeo f  s i t e :18 .0266 'N
a * A = A x i s / E a r t h A n g l e
F = Antenna/axis angle
B + A : Look angle referred to axis

ANTENNA SURFACE

S1

r s+L
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Appendix 3:2

let R" : Radius of Earth : 3444 miles
let R,s : Radius of Satellite Belt : 22'766 miles

6 = Resin a = 3444 x 0.309458 = 1065'775633
L = Recosa = 3444 x 0.95091295 = 3274.944201
B = tan- 1 (n.-l) = tan- 1 IZZZAO -3274 9411065.77)

Ax i s /Ea r thang le  =  a *  A= .1  8 .0266  +0 '3931  =18 '4197

= 19:!?-"
Antenna/Axis angle F ==70;: -B = 90 - 0'3931 - 86'67

:::=::
LookAngle = B * A = 86.87 + 0.3931 = 9f,;?9-]-

. r------------d
Theoretical Look Angle = tan 

- '  (./ Rs'- L'

n

=tan- t 1[zna@-sn+s+E
1065.78

= t a n - 1 1 z t . t s s ;

Error = 87.29 -87.26 = 0.03' = 0.034%

( h )

= tan - 1 1t a.zae;

. ' .  B=  86 .87

D = tan (Rs + L) = tan -1 pzzaa + 3274.94411065'77)

= tan-1p+.+s+)

D =9Ji9=?-9

A = D - B = 8 7 . 6 5 6 - 8 6 . 8 7
2 2

A = _Q._3_9_9-1-

Appendix 3:3

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF MOUNT AND DISH
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very CNC truss is guaranteed accurate to
with.O20" of true parabolic shape from end
to end! By way of comparison, that is less
than half the thickness of a dime.

I CNC trusses are plasma cut, not
formed, bent, or welded. This guarantees
repeatable accuracy and el iminates
"spr ing bacK'which is  a  common problem
with formed or fabricated antennas.

Aircraft al loy 6061 - T6 aluminum.
TG means the a luminum has been
heat treated to the hardest condi-
t ion for commercial ly availabl
6061 . This guarantees a strong and
stable antenna for years to come.

The t russ mount ing holes are in  t rue posi t ion
within.0007". The trusses are secured with custom-
made shoulder bolts whose diameter is held to
wi th in  .001" .



APPendix 3:4
CALCULATION OF REQUIRED DRIVE SIZE I

ar ----l
Load and Torque
W1 = 111";n6, of rotator, LNA/DC, mounting
W2 = Weightof mesh surface
W3 = Weightof trussesandsuPport
Wi = Weight of steel dish suppofi frame
W5 = Weight of LNArrotator support legs

= 4.68 x 39
=  ( 3 0  x  1 5 ) + 5 0

33 in.
2,41512 =
26520 x

=  1 3 1  i n .
=  51  i n .
=  24 in .
=  6 i n .
-  Q 1  i n

=  1 5 l b
=  183  l b
= 5001b
= 2941b
=  1 8 l h
m1d6

D1 = Distanceof W1 tocolumncentre
D2 = Distanceof  W2tocolumncentrel )o  =  UISI? f lCe OI  VV2 [ (J  UUlu l  l r r r  uv r  rL r  e

Dl = Distance of C.-G. of dish structure W3to column
r  - r . - . . - r . . - ^  l i t  + -

DI = Distance of C.G. of dish supportstructureW4to column

Ds = Distance of C. G. of W5 f rom _co1 
u t 

lj^":tt" ^,
tJrque = ( ' t5 x 131) + (1-as x 51) + (500 x24) + (29ax6)

+  (18  x  18)  lb .  in .
= 1965 + 9333 + '12000 + 1764 + 1458

= -29-9?-0-lF' in'
APPendix 3:4

Radius of chain guide =

Radius of drive sProcket =

Torque required at output of drive =
1 .2D75 in .

1.2075

= 970 lb.  in .

Rated output torque of gear motot
(Boston Gear, Cat. No. FWA 321-400-G7) = 1-q?0-lp.-irL

NOTE
Drive sprocket changed from 5 in. pitch circle diameter shown on drawing to

2.415 in.  d ia.
Horse Power Required
RPM of Motor
Gearbox reduction
. ' .  RPM of  load
Output Power Required
63025

Efficiency of reduction gear drive
lnput H.P. of drive = 0.055/0.45

Rated H.P. of drive motor (Gould Inc

Time To Traverse Satell i te Belt (141')

Final speed of drive motor/gearbox

Drive sprocket radius

Chain guide radius

Speed reduction ratio

. ' .  Speed of  chain guide

Revolution Traversed

.'.Time to Traverse

= 1450 rpm. at 50 H..
=  4 0 0 : 1
= 1450140o = 3.625 rpln. '

= Torque x RP$/ 63025
= 970 x 3'625/63025
= 0.055 H.P'

= 45k
= 9=1 ?--?l=;l;=( % H' P' )

# 7 - 1 42380 - 40 ) = -1-19-f-1.P.-- --

= 3.625 rpm

= 2.41512 = 1.2075in.

= 33 in .

= 3311 .0275 = 27 .3'.1

= 3.625 rpml27.3 = 0.13 rpm

= 141'1360' = 0.39 Rev.

=  0 .39 /0 .13 (m in )  =  2 .95min .
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Appendix 3:5
SELECTION OF GEARMOTOR

(1) Service Factor = 1

(2) Output speed of drive = (.3 rpm) x (33 in./2.5 in) = 3.96 tpt

(3) Output Torque = Required Torque = 30,000 = 2272.7 lb. in.
Sp""d Rat,o (33/25)

(4) Preliminary selection from Chart 1 : (5) Final selection from Chart 2:

W321 l4OO :1025 in . | b .  ( 0 ,17H.P . ( i n ) )4 .4 rpm Gearbox :FW326 /300 :1950 in .1n .0 .18H.P . (ou t )5 .8 rpm

(0.071 H.P. (out)) : 1/3 H.P. Type: ER, 11O1220V 1 PH. reversible 50Hz

W3261400 : 1950 in.lb. (0.31 H.P. (in)) 4.4rpm 483 rpm (Cat. No EST ltem Code 66870)

(0.1aH.P.  (out) )  (6)  Maximum overhung load = 1000lb.

r ^ t e a . t ^ ^ ^  . D 6 A A i n r h  r ^ A a u D / i n \ \ A A . ^ 6  / 7 \  r \ / r i n i m r r m o n r n a r z a + A i a m a + a r - 2 x e q u i v a l e n t o u t p u t t o r q u gW 3 3 2 / 4 0 0 : 3 9 0 0 i n . | b . ( 0 . 4 8 H . P . ( i n ) ) 4 . 4 r p m ( 7 ) M i n i m u m s p r o c k e t d i a m e t e r = f f i

( 0 . 2 7 H . P . ( o u t ) )  - 2 x 1 9 5 0
1 000

=q.gjn.

less than the amount by which the satellites themselves drift
then we would indeed have a perfect mount.

The important point to note is that the axis is tilted to ensure
that look angles to the satell i te S1, shown in the figure, and 52
on the opposite side of the Earth are equal. Also, the antenna

axis makes an angle a + A with respect to Earth at our location.
The antenna has an additional tilt of F degrees with respect to
the axis. The calculations show that at our location the look
angle B + A is 87.26" while the theoretical look angle is
87 .29" . The difference of 0.03' is less than that which the satel-

Appendix 3:6
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF SYSTEM

SATELLITE LOCATIONS ON
CHAIN GUIDE

DC POWER SUPPLY &

PUSH
BUTTON

LOCAL
REMOTE

r f-----------l

"{ jFle-'__l

l=r*l
1_:r".r_J

ffit__l
I ruNE I

rc-_-]
1_:!-'___l

ffi
1_rrr.r__I

ftilr
1=:'*1_J

l-^"'_-l
l_!9"'___l

ffi-Eg-"r__l

h
I sELEcroR I

CONTROL PANEL (LOCATED INDOORS)
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For Those Who Need to
KnOW- NOW

FR 3-Month Trial Offer With
Absolutely No Obligation.

. Th9 hottest repofting and editorial news team in the home satellite television indus-
try-together at last-an unbeatable combination.

Jeff Miller, Executive Editor (Formerly Executive Ediror of Sareltire Business)

Ron Rudolph, Managing Editof (Formerly Ediror of Sarelite Deaterf

Bob Sherman, Associate Editor (Formerly Contributing Editor to Satellite Deater and Cabte Age Magazinef

This team of tafente d andknowledgeable reporters is committed to bringing you the
latest and most comprehensive news coverage on the home satef f ite and cable tefevision
industries in concise news format.

We're so sure thatyou'lt find Satellite Timesan invaluabfe tool to keep up with this
fast changing industry that we want to back up our cfaim with a three month (six issues)
trial subscription at absolutely no charge. After the trial subscription we will bill you for
s t 8'OO to complete your one year subscription. Should you not wish to continusreceiv-
ing Satellile TlmeHqn.t pay the bill!We will.cancef the subscription at absolutely
no charge. To start your triaf subscription, simply fitl out the coupon below.

I Please start my 3-month (6 issue) free offer at absolutely no obligation to me.
! I understand that at the end of three months I will be billed for S 18.00 to continue my one year subscription. lf I do not
wish to continue this subscription, I will not pay the bill.

Company Name

Name Position

Address

City State - Zip

Date

Mail to: Triple D Publishing,lnc. o PO Box 2347 o Shetby, NC 28 | Sl -2347

Slgnature



T
P c l

START LEFT LOCAL

START RIGHT REMOTE 1

__n-- REMOTE
< - l

LEGEND
PC PHOTOCELL
LS.LI LIMIT SWITCH, LEFT

LS.RI LIMIT SWITCH, RIGHT

ML i/OTOR CONTACTOR, LEFT

MR MOTOR CONTACTOR, RIGHT

SW STARTING WINDING

R W  R U N N I N G  W I N D I N G

CS STARTING CONDENSER
SS SPEED SWITCH APPENDIX 3'7

SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF CONNECTION
DFIVE MOTOR CONTROL REV, 3

, .SATELLITE' '

t _ -

l i tes themselves drift which is about 0.1o. Thus the modified
polar mount has the following features:

(1) Requires movement on only one axis, therefore only
one motor is needed to automate.
(2) Sees the entire satellite belt with an error less than
the inherent error of the satellite position itself.

Angle F is sometimes referred to as the offset angle.
When correctly set up, this mount allows us to track the en-

tire satellite belt from Satcom F5 in the West, to Gorizont 2 at

14" West in the eastern sky. The general arrangement of the

mount is shown in Appendix 3:3. This has a 400i1 reduction
gear driven by a'l i6 horsepower motor as shown.

Appendix 3:4 shows the method of calculation of the re-
quired drive size. This shows that the torque required at the

output of the drive is 970 lb/in torque.
Appendix 3:5 shows the selection method for the gear

motor. Although this worked out theoretically to be the FWA

326-400 when engineering factors of safety were taken into

account, the smaller size W3211400 was selected and has

been in use for over two Years.
There are, of course, other methods of driving the antenna,

some of which utilize hydraulic actuators which are common to

those systems which track the North American zone only.

Those systems which track from horizon to horizon are better

facilitated by the motor type drive.
The system uses a photocell to sense the locations of light

reflecting paper which are located at points along the move-

able chain drive in the positions of satellites' These positions

are pre-determined and located on the chain drive, such that

when the light from a photocell is reflected from these mar-

kers, a relay operates. The relay is used to stop the motor.
Appendix 3:6 shows a block diagram of the present control

system. Although operated by contactors, it is still a manual

system, in that, the drive stops at each position at which a re-

f lecting paper is located and does not sense the position of the

desired satell i te. A design is being worked out which wil l au-

tomatically head to the position of the desired satellite.
Appendix 3:7 gives a schematic diagram of the connec-

tions of the drive motor. Two (2) sets of push buttons are pro-

vided; a local one to the dish which provides for local move-
ment for adjustment purposes, and the remote set which al-
lows control from a distance.

REFERENCES:

Reference3:1 'Locat ing Geo-synchronousSatel l i tes '

Taken f rom: QST (March 1 978)

Reference 3:2 
'Polar Mount ForAll Seasons.'

Taken from: Coop's Satell i te Digest' (April 1981)

(Ronald Waltner)
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Industry At Lar

Correspondence

lefters to CsD/lndustry, P.O. Box 1 00858, Ft. Lauderdate, FL 333 1 0.

Disgruntled Dealer
In my opinion, the Uniden, DX, and panasonic products behave as

if  they were designed in a dreamland. For example, the DX600 cannot
produce clear audio during any mult iplex broadcast. The Uniden 6000
and 7000, in my opinion, are fire hazards and should be recalled,
every last one of them. The Panasonic subcarrier detector cannot pick
up a single subcarrier properly and they should al ign the video demod_
ulator on a live video signal; we had to align each of these receivers for
decent video. With our first 50 systems, we are averaging two-plus
service calls per system to correct for OEM screw-ups. We don't get
paid forthese service calls. We only receive updating and modification
information (and the occasional parts) after screaming loud and long
on the long distance telephone. you can be sure that in the future lwi l l
be exercising extreme caution when I select new products to carry as
a dealer.

l feel that the dealers, SPACE standards total ly consjdered and set
aside, must somehow find a source for honest, factual, product by
product evaluations. I know we have talked aboutthis foryears and we
sti l l  rush out l ike sheep being led to slaughter when new products,
backed by great hype, come onto the marketplace to indulge our-
selves in another trial by error.

John Grayson
Your Earth Station Co., Ltd.

Duncan BC VgL 3y1
Canada

New products always have shake-out periods and we try to avoid
CSD testing of products until they have been through at teast the initial
ptoduction woes. Coop comments on the SPACE standards package
in his Comments section this month.

Hurricane Damage Report
We were interested to read in October's CSDabout the Jim Towers

expertise here in our area. Our store is also in the Clearwater/St.
Petersburg region and we have been doing instal lat ions using the 10
foot Seabreeze mesh dish. I  agree entirely with Towers'suggestions
that the quali ty of the instal lat ion is the key to being a success in this
business. We did not, however, experience the same category of hur-
ricane problem(s) which Towers reported in CSD even though we
were located in the same general area.

Our problems were dish real ignment; several spun Jree on their
pole mounts, and we had to real ign the dishes and replace cables.
Frankly, we were upset that we had to go back and do any rework at
all. I guess, after reading the reporl of the damage which Towers' dishes

sustained, we should have been grateful that our dishes did not have
similar problems.

Frank Brown, President
S.O.S. Satel l i te Systems, Inc.

Pinel las Park. FL
As the hurricane report for Kate in this issue relates, where a dish is

located can have a big impact on how it survives. Towers reported that
dishes close to the coast suffered the greatest damage while those in-
land, even a mile or two, had markedly less damage.

Rally Conspiracy?
Congratulations to those responsible for the Washington Satellite

Earth Station Day rally late in October, and those responsible for the
telecast which many of us were able to watch and follow. This letter:,
however, deals with Viewer's First which still makes me uncomfort-
able.

Frankly, I worry that we are being set up by some very clever
people. lt bothers me that if we are successful in gaining a two-year
moratorium from Congress, we have just guaranteed that our i l lustr i-
ous and ever growing SPACE staff and their legal people will have
another two years to collect large salaries and get fringe benefits from
our industry. lt also bothers me that they have no stake in this except to
prolong the battle since their only real remuneration comes in the form
of salaries and expense accounts. There is no incentive here for the
people we place our total confidence in to expedite this problem..

Viewer's First wins if it somehow gets off the ground and starts col-
lecting money. Some of the people involved with Viewels First will win
if it never gets off the ground. In other words, they cannot lose; and that
bothers me.

I believe that the grassroots appeal and backing of TVRO is being
lost to a handful of professionals whose primary aspiration is lo keep
us stirred up, angry, and threatened by one form of disaster or
another. As long as we are constantly under fire, we are too busy to
evaluate whether we really need all of these people and all of these
salanes.

Henry Guerin
New Mexico Satel l i te

Santa Fe, NM
A trade association is always a self-perpetuating affair. you have

to accept that some 'make work' is part of the arrangement. The job of
the elected members of the industry who serve on the SpACE Board
of Directors is to insure that there are as few'pork barret projects' as
possible and that there are no major conf licts of interest between staff
members and the objectives of our trade association/industrv. At the
moment, that seems to be well in hand.
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THE BEST GETS

Keiul-Tronics, the com-
pany known for QUALITY &
PRICINC, now offers a com-
plete l ine of Trans Series
Mesh Antennas.
The Trans-8 & Trans-6 join the Trans-
10X (1 2 rib design) and the equallv
hot sel l ing Trans-10 (18 r ib design).

The two-step rib
assemblv assures the
fastest instal lation in the
industry.

The Tfons Series contlnues the
Trodltlon of Excellence Found
in The llouo Stolnless ste€l
Antennosl

KfiOL.TROIIICS, IJIC. -
Rt.2 . Box637 o RichiandCenter,Wl 53581 r 6081647-8902

REGIONAL OFFICES: Kaul 'Tronlcs Rocky Mountaln, 4919 North
Broadway, Boulder, CO 8tri02, Phone (303) 530'3422

Kaul-Tronlcs Weet,4295 Unlt D
South Arv l l le  Sl . ,  Las Vegas

NV 89103, Phone (702) 362'5816
Kaul-Tronlcs Southeast,

Sui te One,  1700 Cumber land Polnt
SE, Marlstta, GA 30067
Phone (404) 955-6682

BETTER!



Transponder Watch

frqnsponder
Wqtch

Recent Reports of Activity on
Domestic/l nternational Satel I ites

RCA Ku-1 bird, launched after Ku-2, may be an important piayer in
future growth of TVRO marketplace. Significantcable industry interest
in taking I to 1 2 transponders for use to distribute scrambled program-
ming to 3 and 4 foot dishes may see public announcement shorily.

LAUNCH of RCA Ku-2 was sellinsured; RCA found insurance
rates, after recent satellite losses during launch phase, prohibitive and
took chance by sending bird up without insurance; a first. Insurance
rates climbed more than double during 1 995 and are now so high as to
put a damper on immediate term future launches.

ARIANESPACE, European launch group, offering satellite owners
reduced insurance rates as enticement for use of Ariane launch ser_
vices. NASA had previously announced a free relaunch policy to try to
keep satellites moving on shuttle missions.

ONE serious proposal for insurance industry is to set limits on
amount of insurance for entire shutfle load; such as $.100M. Theory is
that individual satellite failures would be separate and nor as a group
provided satellites being launched were of differing designs and man_
ufacture.

TOM ROGERS, Senior staff counsel for House subcommittee for
telecommunications, predicting that neither of pending house bills deal-
ing with home TVRO industry will be adopted during 1986. Rogers
says that hearings of the subcommittee will focus on three areas:pric-
ing, compatibility of consumer hardware, and the control of program-
ming distribution. No date has been set for the hearings as of mid-De-
cemDer.

BRISAT has created another set of plans for UK DBS using 5 satel-
lite channels in 12 GHz band with EIRPS of 61 dBw (230 watt trans-
p'onders) at boresight. Plan faces considerable challenges before it is
approveo.

AT&T, leasor of a pair of Ku-band transponders on RCA Ku-2, may
have evolutionary new network of point-to-point business communi-
cations in mind. Firm has been asking for bids on thousands of Ku-
band transmiVreceive terminals in recent weeks., tipping hand to large
scale olans.

EUROPEAN Skychannel service may have serious competition by
this fall. A group of 1 5 UK programming firms have formed a company
to investigate creation of new satellite delivered super channel to com_
pete with English language programming of Skychannel. The
Skychannel service is similartothe WTBSMGN programming lormat
and is available over much of Europe up to 12 hours per day on ECS-
1 .

JAPANESE domestic satellites scheduled for launch in 19gg area
already selling out of transponders well in advance of launches. Ol the
64 transponders to be available on C. ltoh/Hughes satellite pair, 13
channels are to be set aside for cable television program distribution.
Balance will be used for non-entertainment video, dala, and narrow
band communications.

ANDERSON Scientific, Inc., of Rapid City, SD, has been purchased
by a consortium of investors. Anderson family members sold their in-
terests in firm pioneered by Keith Anderson in 1980.

CES (Consumer Electronics Show) held just prior to this issue of
CSD was scheduled to feature at least one mini-workshop on TVRO
retailing. Show barely a month prior to SpACE/STTI show also in
Vegas (February 19-21).

UNIDEN dealers will find alternate source for feed system compat-
ible with Uniden equipment at Boman Industries (gOO/421-2Sggl.
Sixty{ive degree LNA, Ultra-Rotor package price is under g100.

FRENCH TDF bird will have three programmers in place with
fourth channel st i l l  not in place. There wil l  be one English language
channel on bird which is set for launch in midsummer this year.

ANZA Expositions will hold second annual SESE show in portland
May l-3. Expo will be at Clackamas Monarch Hotel with 13,000
square feet of exhibit space and 1 1 meeting rooms. Details from Diane
Agenbroad at 503/398-7032.

CBS and NBC have ditfering approaches to rapid expansion of
satellite news gathering systems. NBC is creating Ku-band system
which will ultimately equip each network affiliate with its own uplink,

Send your reports to CSD Transponder Watch, P.O. Box 100858, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33310
For late news, call (305) 771-0505
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but uplink will be designed to transmit primarily to NBC headquarters

in New York. CBS is breaking USA into sections' creating sub-centers

with stations sharing regional news stories via satellite feed rather

than funneling eveMhing through New York headquarters'
INTELSAT wants to modify design of new generation spacecraft to

imorove service to United States. Several satellite operators fear that

Intelsat is looking for a backdoor into US domestic and near-domestic

marketplace and have filed objections with FCC.
LUXEMBOURG going ahead with plan for 1 6 transponder, 45 watt

satellite to be launched by May of 1987. RCA bird would be essentially

Ku-1 and 2 series satellite and would provide service to 3 foot dishes

over much of western Europe. Primary marketplace would be quasi-

DBS and SMATV/cable programming channels.
INTELSAT may be considering satellite transponders in 30 to 40

watt region in birds to be used lor coverage into and out of Europe and

Norlh America. Modifications could come to V series birds still being

constructed or to next series (Vl) birds
MORELOS B satellite, recently launched by shuttle, will not be

used nor extensively tested for up to four years. Satellite has been
placed in storage orbit position since it was less expensive to launch

bird now than to wait several years when bird will be needed' Disas-

trous Mexico City earthquake this past summer caused extensive

damage to terresfial satellite uplink and control circuits reducing Mex-

ican readiness for extensive satellite facilities.
RUSSIA olans to add third national television channel to satellite

distribution pattern but not at 4 GHz. Next service will be in 12 GHz

band and Gorizont class birds at 1 4 west, 53, 80' 90, and 1 40 east are'

or will be, equipped with first experimental channels using 12 GHz

technology.
SPACE Shuttle flight video is now available on RCA F2R bird; pre-

vious coverage has been on F1 R and F4.
FCC investigators determining that interference to WOR uplink

signal late in October was deliberate. WOR common carrier' Eastern

Microwave had announced they would scramble WOR signal "by

March 1st or as soon thereafter as affiliates have descramblers in

olace." Eastern will use M/A-Com Videocipher system
Next Ariane launches scheduled for TV interests: February 14th

for second Brasilsat bird plus G-star 2; Approximately June 1st for

ECS-4,replacement for lost ECS-3 plus Spacenet 4 or Australian Au-

ssat 3.
SUPER STATION (WTBS) is locked in court battle that will have

potential major impact on how super stations may scramble. Case in-

volves whether any change in original as-broadcast TV signal consti-

tutes change for copyright payment purposes. Copyright law allows

common carriers to only repeat or retransmit signal as received, not

modify signal. lf adding scrambling is considered by courts to change

original signal content or scope, common carrier would become liable

for copyright (use) payments. Big bucks are involved and common

carriers don't want decision to go against them.

CHINESE launch vehicles, cal led Long March, wi l l  be avai lable for

use by other nations by 1988 according to Chinese officials China

Dlans to launch one satellite a year on their own tor the next three

years including first domestic satellite package this summer'

INDIA will use Ford Aerospace again to provide fourth Indian

domestic satellite. No launch date has been set for Insat 1D.

FASTEST growing satellite space segment is across Pacific ac-

cording to studies, with 20olo $rowth per year. Primary reason is heavy

trading between Japan and nations throughout region as well as into

North America.
SHOWTIME/The Movie Channel set to start test of scrambling on

normal service transponders (Galaxy 1 and Satcom F3R) middle of

January. Both services plan to be into fulltime scrambling of all {our

transponders by MaY.
Scrambling plan datel ine:
January 15: Four HBO and Cinemax channels due to be scram-

bled fulltime; Showtime/The Movie Channel due to start intermittent

scrambling.
March 1 : WOR scheduled for fulltime scheduling (unlikely that soon)'

May 1: Showtime/The Movie Channel scheduled to begin ful l t ime

scrambling.
June 1 : CNN and CNN-2 scheduled to begin intermittent scrambling'

1986: USA Network, CBN, ESPN, MTV' VH-1, Nickelodeon'

HARRODS Department Store, London, went through Christmas

season offering 5 foot Ku-band TVRO for $1 '700'
GVJERROLD has closed down plants in Tucson and Toronto as'

part of reorganization. Satellite TV activities were conducted at both

locations.
RAI UNO, ltalian national network available via ECS satellite, is

now being carried by Zurich (Switzerland) cable system.

US news chiefs interested in acquiring spy-in-sky satellite service

for use by programmers. Concept is that present military and natural

resource satellites are capable of resolving objects down to 10 meters

in size from altitude of several hundred miles' News organization

would like to tap that resource to allow use of such photo images in

news broadcasts. National security questions are involved in deci-

sion.
NCTA uncertain whether M/A-Com will return check, reportedlyfor

$10,000, sent to scrambling firm back when NCTA was interested in

funding cooperative venture for cable programmers. Check was ap-

parently to cover deposit for scrambling uplink control system'

MTV/VH-1 and Nickelodeon will be scrambled by July 1 using M/A-

Com scrambling package according to announcement.
FILMNET, Belgium f irm supplying movies via satel l i te in Europe,

wants to go multilingual and offer all movies using separate audio sub-

carr iers in Danish, Swedish, French, Dutch, German, and English'

CNN got stuck with conditions attached to FCC approval allowing

CNN to receive Gorizont programming direct in Atlanta from 14 west

Russian bird. Approval was for only six months' requires detailed re-

porting to FCC of uses and results of experiment. Long term use is not

guaranteed.
SPACE, on counterattack in Washington before House committee

holding hearings on television copyright issues, charged cable in-

terests are seeking to control distribution of programming outside of

their cable marketplace. SPACE suggests Congress revisit current

copyright laws to make it more ditficult for cable to control program dis-

tribution through competitive TVRO marketplace.
NEXT big industry trade shows February 19-21 in Las Vegas'

t
t
1
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lf you can pick up a spun metal dish and it flexes when you shake it
like a frisbee in the teeth of a dog, you probably don't wantthat dish out
there with your dealership name on it. lf the rim of the dish is rolled only
part way rather than totally back on itself, you probably don,t want it. lf
you can take the palm of your hand and press in on a spun dish and
the metal gives (pops) in, and does not pop back, well....

Finally, there is the photo of the (Odom, of course) fiberglass four-
piece dish. The dish, as best as we can lell from the photo, survived
the storm. The mount bent over at an angle which a protractor stuck on
the side measures at 10 deqrees.

This was a survivor, but not a working survivor. Read our extensive
report on the Kate damage on provo to discover what a working sur_
vivor looks Iike. The pipe should not have bent over. This tells me that
the pipe was simply not strong enough to take the wind load. people
who insist on using the wrong schedule of pipe, and who insist on
using 3-72 inch pipe when they should be using 5 inch pipe are not
doing themselves or their customers anv favors.

Photographs of hurricane damage are interesting to study and they
serve to remind us all that the forces of nature are working against a
satellite installation at all times. Dealers who cut corners to save a few
bucks or a few minutes may be extremely shortsighted about their own
business tuture. Good antennas will take a beating but only if good an-

HARD FEED FACTS:
NUMBER ONE/ Of A Series

The trend to smaller antennas presents a challenge to
effective feed-design. Fractional-dB improvements, be-
cause of 'smarter feeds,' are especially important when
your customers demand'big-dish-performance' f rom
low-profile small-apertu re surfaces. NATIONAL A.D.L.
has been designing feeds for TVRO since 1980. Our
philosophy has been to produce the best feeds, not the
most feeds. That has kept us as 'the small, high quality'
feed antenna house. NATIONAL A.D.L. is not a 'house-
hold name.' We are simply the best designers of 4 GHz
feeds in TVRO today. Let us prove it to you; our prices
are comparable with the big feed names but our per-
formance is not. We are ALWAYS 0.25 to 1.0 dB better
in performance than'Brand C. 'We make smal ldishes'sit-up and talk'!

NATIONAL A.D.L.
ENTERPRISES

3156 Reservoir Drive
Simi Valley, California 93065
805t526-5249

COOP/ continued from page S

how the buttonhook feed was tied down and I suspect it was not. Very
sloppy instal lat ion. You wil l  notice that the feed plus electronics is mis-
sing. I  don't  think i t  left  wit l ingty. I  suspect the guy who origrnal ly instal-
led the feed forgot to attach lhe thing beyond finger tight. The feed, un-
guyed and swinging in the hurricane winds, probably ended up being
shot putted into the next county.

Then there is a photo of a nameless spun metal dish. I suspect the
plastic is on the roof because the house lost some shingles in the
storm. Asphalt shingles normally don't  stad coming off unti l  the winds
reach over B0 miles per hour but that could be a few miles higher or
lower depending upon the age of the shingles and the composition of
the materials. I am impressed that the pole mount did not give way.
The d ish ,  we l l . . . .

I have been preaching for years that the outer rim of any dish,
whether spun or in sections, needs to be strong enough to support all
of the inner section. The metal in this dish looks extremely thin and I
suspect that the rolled outer rim was rolled more for decoration than
strength. The idea with rolling the rim is that you force the metal to
travel in a new, different direction so that the stresses on the surface
are diverted. lf the rolling is too small or too tight, to save metal, the roll-
ing may actually decrease rather than increase the rim strength. I sus-
pect that is what happened here. Somebody said "Let's rollthe rim to
make i t  look good," rather than, "Let 's rol l  the r im to give i t  added
strength. "

'NOW you have a CHOICE

ROTOPROBE feed with 'Tl rejection'shroud,/ Raised motor mount-
ing pad keeps water from entering Ieed/ 90' elbow built in - no
flange to leak, no improper gasket seals/ 3-wire servo and 2-wire DC
motor operation,/ ALL aluminum die-cast alloy,/ Universal mounting
holes for virtually any mounting configuration./ 35 dB isolation be-
tween polarizations (minimum),/ VSWR 1.3 to 1 or better over 3.7 to
4.2 GHz/ Nearly five-years of established performance history.
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Odom lour piece survived; electronics 'blew off' front of dish and

pipe bent over with 980 pounds of concrete in the base hole'

tennas are installed by people who use good installation techniques'

As always, a chain is only as strong as the weakest link in the sys-

Iem.

Cable's Big Move
I wish I had enough confidence in cable's overall leadership to believe

that everything significant happening in the cable scrambling field since

say one year ago had been carefully ihought out and planned' I detest

sloppy planning.
A quick review. First, HBO says they will scramble and they an-

nounce M/A-Com as their scrambling supplier. HBO also says they

will front a scrambling consortium, acting as agent for all of the other

programmers. That surprises many of the programmers, some of

whom tell me that HBO had not broached the subject to them HBO

acts like they own the patent on scrambling and their'devil be damned'

attitude angers some of the other cable programmers.

Then HBO says they won't represent other programmers after all'

That happens almost concurrently with several studies being published

which reveal as many as 4 out of 10 new TVROs are going into cable

franchised areas. The latter fact upsets many cable people who until

that revelation have been smugly ignoring the inroads o{ TVRO Now

cable people begin to forget their differences and start to rally about

the cable flag. There is one problem;nobody steps forward to carrythe

l lag.

Not to worry; the cable trade association, NCTA, says they will

carry the f lag. Nobody really thinks they are capable of such a duty but

everyone salutes anyhow. Now more and more cable programmers

are announcing their scrambling intentions and services such as CNN

and ESPN play for maximum headlines by announcing an interim

charge for TVRO. The TVRO industry cries foul and steps up a cam-

paign to get Congress into the act.

Cable leaders began to put pressure on malcontents like Show-

time and within a matter of weeks this past fall it became clear that if

you are a cable programmer, the easiest way to get your industry mad

at you is not to salute the scrambling flag showtime now salutes and

all  is forgiven.

TVRO is getting more and more concerned about the reality of

scrambling. Through the fall, it became evident that very {ew real

cable programmers will avoid scrambling. TVRO now focuses on the

issue oJ pricing since the larger issue of scrambling begins to look like

a lost cause. And in spite of significant Congressional inroads by

TVRO, the strength of cable's Congressional pull is becoming more

and more apparent.

Which brings us almost to the present.

The issue is price. I think there has been a master plan here all

along. And I think a handful of cable people, such as TCI's John Sie,

have been calling the shots from at least last spring

1) HBO agrees to be the bad guys. They scramble first, they

announce their rates first. Point-men always get arrows in their

hind ends; HBO agrees to take the arrows.

2) Others, such as CNN and ESPN, fall unwittingly into the

HBO set trap. l f  HBO is worth $12.95 a month' why shouldn't

CNN be worth $2.00 a month, or ESPN be worth $1'80 a

month? WhY not?

3) SPACE screams, on cue, about high prices. Congress

hears from tens of thousands of people about high prices. Con-
gress looks upon the basic issue of scrambling as a policy

problem. lf there are several different scrambling systems to be

used, and TVRO viewers will need two or more different de-

scramblers to access the scrambled signals, that is a policy

matter. Congress can handle that.

4) But, if only one scrambling technique is being used the real

question boils down to pricing;that's an entirely different issue'

Hey, cable is readyforthatone,too l t isjustamatterof t iming'

5) ln the wings, a master plan created by master cable mar-

keteer John Sie is being fine tuned. Let TVRO scream about

pricing. Let TVRO get Congress and everyone else all worked

up over the suggested $1 2.95 a month charge for HBO or the

$25 a year charge for CNN. Then watch John Sie ride in on his

white TCI horse to pull the rug out from under TVRO and

SPACE. How?

Sie planned to sel l  HBO for far less than $12.95 a month al l  along'

He planned to offer HBO plus Showtime plus Cinemax, and so on'

plus every basic service such as WOR and CNN and ESPN (et al) for

6etween $25.00 and $30.00 a month, from the very beginning' But

Sie is a very bright man;he knewthat il they announced such low rates

to begin with, TVRO would scream and no matter what the price, his

rates would seem high. So let HBO and the others scare the crap out

of TVRO and let Congress think the rates might be too high' Then

come along on the white horse atthe end and save the day' For cable'

Sie's TCI can do it. With some 3,000,000 basic cable subscribers

spread out over the largest cable multiple system ownership organiza-

tion in the business, Sie is in a position to offer WRO subscribers an

entire package of services for a very reasonable monthly rate His
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OEM
Private Label Only

100-1000 Uni tes Per Month
Quality Japanese Manufacturer

Letter of Credit Required

SMIC
U. S. Agents for Japanese Manufacturers

P.O. Box 872
N. L i t t le  Rock,  AR 72115

501-372-7r89

oLNA's
oLNB's (950- 1450)
oReceivers (Block)
oAntenna Controllers

10.525 GHz
Microwave System

The Westplex portable microwave system is a budget
pr iced  FM l inkopera t ing  a t  10 .525 GHz.  The sys tem is  cap-
able of transmitt ing NTSC color video, plus an audio chan-
nel and an optional duplex phase or datal ine. 40 miles are
real lst ic usrng an optional 2 f t  dish at each unrt.  Other op-
trons include a remote RF head, AC/DC operation, 35 mw
or 50 mw output.

Thp Wpsinlex svstem ,s ideal where a cableLink is im-
practical,  such as across roadways, waterways and where
- r p re  h i nn  n .  eah  c  I  ncq  2 .e  no t  f eas  b l e .

ADVANTAGES:
Flt/ superhetrodyne design
Sect ional  design for  easy serv ice
Ful l  color  NTSC compat b le
Extreme y simple to operate
Duplex phone, data,  or  contro l  I  ne
Low cost and extremely versatlle
FulL meter ing
Systems from $2500.

WEST, INC.
1741 Cedardale Rd.
Mt. Vernon, WA9BZ4Z

(206) 428-2810
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Home on the Roof !
With  over  5 ,000 ins ta l la t ions  th roughout  the
count ry ,  the  l igh twe igh t  XL10T t r ipod  roo f
mount  by  Mic rosa t  i s  qu ie t l y  becoming an  in -
dus t ry  s tandard .
We have proven how easy a 3 meter antenna
can be roof mounted. In fact,  because of i ts
l igh t  we igh t  -  on ly  B0 lbs . ,  i t  may be  eas ie r
t h a n  g r o u n d  m o u n t i n g .
We have shown the  versa t i l i t y  o f  the  t r ipod
roof  mount ,  by  mount ing  d ishes  on  roo f
peaks  or  on  prac t ica l l y  any  sur face .
We have proven the  XL10T 's  re l iab i l i t y  and
per fo rmance,  w i th  over  3  years  o f  f  ie ld
tes t ing .
We th ink  i t  i s  t ime you t ry  a  Mic rosa t  roo f
mount  and prove i t  to  yourse l f .

Micro$tt
Route 47,  Washington Depot,  Connect icut  06794 203/868-0503
32"10 l37th Street ,  F lushing,  NewYork 11354 718/939-3876



hundreds of cable systems are in a posit ion to handle marketing,
sales, and even hardware distr ibution i f  they wish. And they wish.

How surprised would you be to learn that TCI has already been en-
gaged in talks with Far Eastern TVRO suppliers, firms who would pro-

vide complete TVRO systems for TCI to lease or sel l to home owners
through the local or regional TCI cable systems? Don't be surprised.
Think in terms of 100,000 TCI f inanced systems per year for 1986
alone, distributed via TCI operated or TCI franchised cable system of-
fices or cable stores.

It  is al l  t iming. The TVRO scrambling program has been an emo-
tional, seemingly uncoordinated sequence of events for more than a
year. For the TCI/Sie plan to f ly, i t  has to be a rescue mission al lalong.
It had to come along close to the wire (ie, just when HBO really began
scrambling) and it had to look so much better than the alternatives that
they could count on getting lots of good press, receiving letters of com-
mendation, and the gratitude of both the cable and TVRO industries
for their innovation.

Best of all, if the fever pitched emotions could be kept running, the
plan need not cost TCI very much (if anything) to implement. For
example: keep the cable operators all riled up about TVRO inroads in
the marketplace and the cable operators, like sheep being led to
slaughter, would gladly agree to purchase their own descramblers for
basic services such as WOR or ESPN. Keep the TVRO people so con-
fused on who was the leader in all of this, and who was carrying the
cable f lag, and they could sl ide in the side door unnoticed unti l  i t  was
too late to object. Keep Congress distracted on the pricing question so
that when TCI announces i ts own (lower) pricing schedule, Congress
wil l  acclaim "Hey, that 's a fair price; there is no problem here and we
don't have to act after all!" Of course, Congress doesn't want to act on
this, really, at all. No matter which way a Congressman goes on this
issue, he loses either votes or money or both. An arbitrated solution
suits Congress just f ine, thank you.

I don't  l ike conspiracy theories. I  don't  think there has been a con-
spiracy here. But I do see plenty of evidence that suggests to me that
my old acquaintance John Sie and some of the real ly bright people at
ATC and HBO have at least put their heads together on this one. I think
TVRO has been snookered by an old pro at marketing and I suggest
that we have been so busy worrying about cable felling trees on our
heads we have forgotten to watch out for somebody sliding in the back
door and steal ing the whole damn woods. Good job, John;we proba-
bly deserve what we are now getting.

Standards Not An Answer
Not very many years ago the average TVRO dealer saw red when

you mentioned something about equipment reliability. I remember
when the dealers started shouting about poor product quality (San
Jose show in July of 1980). Back in the first days, we screamed be-
cause we couldn't get product. Then when we finally started to get it,
we switched to screaming about the poor quality we were getting.

Somewhere along the way, somebody got the idea that if we some-
how had standards, all of our equipment problems would go away" I
never bought that theory and at one point while I was still on the
SPACE board, I argued strenuously against standards which were
going to be put logether by people who manufacture equipment. I had
a surprising ally in those debates, Andy Hatf ield of Avcom (back when
Andy was also on the SPACE board).

Andy argues that if we had standards everyone would build to the
adopted standards and that could curtail innovation and creativity.
Never one for mediocrity, Andy worried that if there were standard per-
formance criteria for receivers or LNAs, for example, that would enable
offshore firms such as those in Japan to march in and take over tne
marketplace. Anyone else, other than Clyde Washburn, making those
arguments would have been looked upon with great suspicion. But
Avcom products have always been at the top ol the ladder for product
quality so it was difficult to argue against a man who built nothing but
the best and who was not in favor of standards.
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Alas, we now have standards. We have a set of guidelines which
SPACE has pulled together which purport to protect the poor hapless
dealer from inferior actuators, noisy LNAs, receivers that blow out
fuses and antennas which warp in modest winds. But do they do any of
these things, these standards?

No, they do not. And I want to explain to you just what the new
SPACE standards really mean so you are not lulled into a false sense
of security when you begin to notice product advertising in the months
to come which make claims for minimum performance standards
based upon the SPACE industry standards.

The standards deal not with performance but rather with labeling
and testing. Here's how they work:

'1) A manufacturer wi l l  submit his piece of equipment to a test-
ing lab. The testing lab will agree to conduct the appropriate
tests to see if the unit submitted meets, exceeds or fails the
standards.
2) The standards specify certain minimum operating paramet-
ers for different types of equipment. For example, the LNA
standards require certain interfacing voltage and connections
at the receiver proper. The voltage from the receiver to the LNA
(LNB) shal l  be a minimum of 17.1 volts (DC) and a maximum of
24 volts. A maximum current for the LNA is soecified and an
operating temperature range for the power supply is specif ied.
3) The testing lab (several are getting ready to get into this new
business, you can be sure) wi l l  determine whether the re-
ceiver's LNA power supply f its these criteria. No more, no less.

Perhaps there is a high AC content (r ipple) in the DC voltage forthe
LNA. That would cause hum bars in the LNA processed signals. There
is no specification for that. Perhaps a poorly designed connector is
used to couple the DC to the LNA. There is no specification for that.
Maybe there is a fast rise-time spike emitted by the power supply, cap-
able of zapping an LNA under certain power-up condit ions. There is
no speci{ication for that.

The point is, without going through every piece of equipment and
every set of individual component specifications, the standards com-
mittee has done the best job it could without stepping on the toes of
any manufacturer. Yes, the people serving on the committees were
manufacturers. No, there was not very much dealer (nor distributor)
input on these committees. That's not to fault the committee groups
nor the job they did;they did the best job they could given the general
lack of interest and enthusiasm from the industry.

Basically, the standards are an attempt to smooth out the rough
edges in product design. The concept is that every manufacturer will
submit every product to an independent testing lab so they can say in
their advertising or on their product data sheets "Meets or Exceeds
SPACE Industry Standards." What you as a dealer have to be wary of
is the very big difference between SPACE Industry Standards and
anything approaching a guarantee of product superiority. The stan-
dards will cull out only those products that are radically different in de-
sign, possibly those with user safety concerns, and products created
by people who ref use to learn how to spell TVRO before they rush into
production with some wild product design.

Perhaps the most important thing the standards will do is force uni-
form product labeling and something approaching uniform product
color coding for cabling. And that's not all bad. In the future, with stan-
dardized products, every mechanical servo-type feed will have a red
wire for the voltage, a black wire for ground, and a white wire for the
pulse. One small step for TVRO dealers if not a large step for mankind.

Then to complete the uniform label ing in our example, al l  receivers
wil l  be labeled ground, pulse, and + voltage. You wil l  teach your instal-
lers:

Ground : black
(+)Vo l tage :  red
Pulse : white

Every feed willwork with every receiver happily ever after.



Standardization will make life less complex, reduce the opportunity
for installer error or mis-interpretation, and probably ultimately reduce
the amount of equipment flowing back to manufacturers for warranty
repair. Standards will not get rid of poor equipment, will not correct ac-
tuators that refuse to play, will not f ix f ittings that take in water, and will
not descramble HBO. But they are here and, in their proper perspective,
will be a positive force for all of the industry in 1986.

Interference With Uplinks
Last May there was a strange, yet unexplained case of uplink inter-

ference with The Movie Channel. lt lasted some 10 hours or so and
while this clandestine upl ink transmitter was running, nobody could
use The Movie Channel, cable or non-cable. Taken alone, it was an
isolated incident.

More recently, Showtime (and again The Movie Channel),  and
WOR have had isolated instances of uplink interference. The WOR in-
terference was especially notable because it happened only days
afier a magazine article in STV Magazine suggested with tongue-in-
cheek that scrambling could be shut down or even defeated by some-
one who purposefully interfered with an uplink signal. When I read the
STV piece, I laughed myself silly because in the January issue of
Home Satellite TV, in my regular column there, I recall with some de-
tail how way back in 1977 or so I sat in a bar with a couple of cable/
satel l i te engineers and we sketched out on bar napkins howto not only
jam a satellite but actually steal a satellite away from its rightful owner,
say RCA. STV beat me to the newsstand with their recent story and
the people who upl ink WOR (Eastern Microwave) didn't  think the STV
piece was funny at all.

Jamming an upl ink is serious business. First of al l ,  i t  could be an
FCC fineable offense. The FCC could extract as much as 910,000
f rom persons caught jamming an uplink. The same person or persons

could be stuck away in a federal pen for several years in addition to
being slapped with a fine. Of course, they have to catch you....

Eastern Microwave went into near hysteria when they lost parts of
a couple of days (late in October) to an uplink jammer. They filed a
complaint with the FCC, cited the STV Magazine article, and some
cable people called STV and editor Chris Schultheiss everything from
radical perverts to fomentors of revolution. I laughed some more when I
read or heard all of this. The story even gobbled up a full page in the pre-
stigious magazine Broadcasting. They mis-quoted Chris, lsuspect, be-
cause he came out looking like a guy who would sell Molotov Cocktails to
kindergarten kids who had lost their milk privileges.

Here s what it is all abouL
A satellite is totally unprotected. There are two ways to get to a

satel l i te: ICBMs and jamming. ICBMs make no sense because they
are expensive, and detectable the instant they leave the launch pad,
and can be traced right back to their source. Jamming, on the other
hand, cannot be traced. Period. A .10 foot dish and a 100 watt uolink
transmitter can shut down HBO or any other programmer. Or you
could use a 20 foot dish and a 25 watt transmitter. I happen to like the
20 tootl2s watt approach since the jamming signal will focus better on
a single satellite and I can buy a 25 watt 6 GHz uplink transmitter off
the shelf f rom M/A-Com for just a couple of thousand bucks. I can f ind
one on the surplus market for a {ew hundred dollars. Of course I
wouldn't do such a thing, but if I wanted to, it would be about as compli-
cated as firing up a CB set. I could order a 6 GHz feed from Seavey En-
gineering and I 'd be in business.

lfigure it this way. The cable people need to run scared. They need
to know that if they anger enough people, there is some retaliatory ac-
tion which they cannot handle. Sure, they can complain to the FCC
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and they can threaten law suits and jail and big fines. But they are

going to have to catch the guy or gal doing it first. And with today's

technology, and today's hardware, there is virtually no way they are

going to find a fellow uplinking from a valley in South Dakota or a de-

sert in Arizona. And if the jammer was in Canada or Mexico or the

Caribbean, well . . .he or she could jam at wi l l  for as long as his TWTA

held up.
A transponder rents for $67,000 these days, full time, lor a month'

But to HBO, i t  is wodh 14,000,000 x $4'00 a month or $56'000'000'
That's what HBO takes in each month for their programming' lf you

wanted to get HBO's attention, if you wanted to force them to stop

scrambling for awhile, just crank up an upl ink jammer and shut them

down for say a week. After they lost $1 4,000,000 in a week, l'll bet they

would be willing to agree to almost anything'
Maybe those jamming incidents of Showtime' The Movie Channel

and WOR were accidents. Maybe nobody has it in for the uplinkers

and maybe nobody will ever have uplink interference again. Maybe' but

I doubt it. I figure somebody is testing the waters, getting the bugs out of

their uplink transmitter and probably busy in a garage in Petaluma build-

ing four more uplink jammer rigs.
Ithink the cable folks opened this Pandora's Box. And l f igure they

are going to have to live with it or find some way to accommodate

those fringe loonies who might engage in such an activity' And I hope

the cable iolks realize how totally vulnerable they are in this one before

jamming becomes a way of life for everyone uslng satellites' There are

plenty of people out there who feel righteous indignation over the way

scrambling is going. Nothing that happens in the coming months is

gorng to surprlse me.

lnterim approach to handling dual'band feeds has been to stick a

Ku-band feed plus LNB on the side of an existing C-band feed

and electronics. Not good;we need something far better to make

true dual band systems saleable to consumer users'

Ku Feeds
l've played around with a couple of dozen Ku-band systems now'

We have had a dozen or more down on Provo for testing and I try to

stop and inspect any new ones I see at trade show demos when the

opportunity arises. I have not been impressed'
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'Cont inenta lUsAon lv .A laska,Hawai i ,Canada,Puer toRico ,andMex ico$8500peryear '

Please allow 2 weeks f or delivery of f irst issue. N C residents please add 41/2o/o sales tax

Method of Payment (For subscription orders) ! Check or Money-Order Enclosed -All

prices in U.S. iunds. iSorry, we are unable to bil l  ) ! Visae D Maste-rcarde

Exp. Date --Card Number

You can call tollfree for Visa' or Maslercard" orders (subscription orders only)

1(800)438-2020. N.C. Residents call 1(800) 331-r694

onsat Magazine . P.O. Box 2347 t shelby, N'C 28151-2347
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Succgss.. .
breeds success!

I
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BUSINESS PRINCIPLES

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

A DEALER

is the most important person in our
business.

is not dependent upon us - we are
dependent on him.

is not an interruption of our work - he
is the purpose of it.

does us a favor when he calls - we are
not doing him a favor by serving
him.

is part of our business - not an out-
sider.

is not a cold statistic - he is a flesh and
blood human being with feelings and
emotions like our own.

is not someone with whom to arsue or
match wits.

is a person who brings us his wants - it
is our job to fill those wants.

is deserving of the most courteous and
attentive treatment we can give him.

is the fellow who makes it possible to
pay our salary whether we are a truck
d r i v e r ,  p l a n t  e m p l o y e e ,  o f f i c e
employee, salesman, manager or  presi-
dent.

is the life-blood of this and every other
business.

rIffi}TI

Panasonic

Satelllte Eanh Statlonr of Georyla, lnc.
2039 Oglesby Pl., Macon, GA 31206

(800) 334-9819 U5. Soles
(800) 553-1976 60. Sdl€s

(912) 743-9099 Locol

TVnOWoq Inc.
d.b.& htellltc Erth Siltlon!

I 106 Smith Rd., Ste. l0l, Austin, TX ?E721
(800) 325-5043 U.S. Sales
(800) 252-3457 TX Sales

(512) 385-0738 Local

Satellite Earth Stations of Guatenala
Estaciones-Tenenasde Satellites

Novicentro Anillo Periserico y 17 Av.
Zona 17

Guatemala City, C.A.
Local O71 -502-27 6-0347

Telex 76-50-44

AUTHORIZED STS DISTRIBUTORS
Af f of Louisiana-All of Florida-Alt of Arkansas except zips 223 &724-All ot
Mississippi-All of Georgia-All of Alabama-All of rexas-central rennessee
zips 370, 37 1, 372, 37 3, 37 4, 384 & 385-Anywhere International

m

,ATCIHTE
ENNTH
,TnT|ofi/
EntT lftc.
Srtcute Elrth Stldonr EIt, lm

P.O. Box 160. Mamou. LA 70554
(800) 762-2 I l0 U.S. Sales
(800) 252.3307 LA Sales

(3 l8) 46&2201 Tech. Assistance
(318) 46&2203 Local

, J.iMll Eletronlo, lnc.
Industry Lane, Covington, LA 70433

(800) 654-9144 U.S. Sales
(800) 55&0019 LA Sales

(5041 893-4514 Local

PIONEER MEMBEROF

F,ISFNtrE

SltelllG Eleth Stldotr! ol Tennele, Inc.
1865 Aif lane Dr.,  Ste. 4,  Nashvit le,  TN 37210

(800) 522.E876 U.S. Sales
(800) 621{876 TN Sates

(615) 889-3345 Locat

Srlcilt. Ernh StrtloN of Floddr lE.
Intemational Divisioo
4360 S.lV. 36th Strct

Orlando, Florida 32805
(305) 843{272 L@l

(800) 82G1945 FL Sals
514633 Tclcx No.

.SE HABLA ESPANOL
Y PORTUGUES"



Several companies are trying to get by with sticking Ku-band

feeds on the side of or even inside of the scalar rings of the C-band
feeds. This places the Ku-band feed away from the focal point of the

dish and that means the Ku-band signals are knocked down or re-

duced by as much as 5 dB in a typical installation simply because the

feed is not where the energy is concentrated.
RCA's Ku 'l and 2 birds, the first really interesting Ku-band services

for North America, will work with four foot size dishes quite acceptably
provided the dishes are reasonably accurate for 12 GHz service. By

sticking the feed off to the side, knocking down the 12 GHz service by

5 dB or so, you need a dish 5 dB larger than four feet. That means a 'l 2

foot dish if, in fact, the dish surface is any good as 12GHz. Many of the
C-band dish surfaces are very poor at Ku and you almost have to do in-

dividual testing to determine which dish will work and which will not at

Ku.

Chapanal has been promising a full line of Ku-band products for

more than a year now. They have also shown us some dual band sys-

tems but these systems use the C-band scalar as a suppod

mechanism for an inset-placed Ku-band scalar, and the end result is

the Ku-band feed is once again away from the dish focal point. Luxor

showed me a design for a single waveguide mouth at the front and 4

GHz plus 12 GHz waveguide (flange) openings at the rear, nearly one
year ago. Their concept was that you should be able to place a 12GHz

and a 4 GHz LNB on separate mounting flanges back along the side of

the waveguide piece and use the same scalar loaded mouth to accept

signals on both bands. That seemed like the best approach to me if

you could sort out the matching and feed patterns required.

Gene Augustin, the man who now claims that it was he and not

Taylor Howard who created the first rotating probe 4 GHz feed (ie.

Polarotor'", has been showing off his own version of such a feed (4 and

12 GHz, with rotating probes for polarization switching) for a couple of

weeks now. I expect we will see the Augustin designed probe as a sig-

nificant part of a new package system from a major TVRO system

supplier in Las Vegas next month.

The Ku-band service is never going to amount to much until we get

the hardware portion straight. Back when C-band was starting' people

put up with poorly designed feeds, bad cables, and serious product

flaws because we didn't know any better and we didn't have any alter-
natives. Now that we have the design flaws worked out at C-band'
there is no excuse why we can't have the same bells and whistles on 12

GHz as well. There are some definite marketing opportunities at 12 GHz

because there are some serious productflaws and some product needs

still to be met. I hope there will be intense R and D interest in 1 2 GHz over

the nelit six months because we need it to make us ready as an industry

to deal with the dual band systems which are sure to be in greater and

oreater demand as 1986 moves on.

We Help You Sell!
o SATELLITE TV BASICS ll-Revised

Sales-Aid-Explains Satellite W to your
customers. 14 min.

. SATELLfTE MAGIC-Presents ALL the
Satellite Programming-with logos and
clips. 12 min.

r INSTALLING SATELLITE,
Training tape-Presents the basic
installation principals common to ALL
antennas. 31 min.

VHS or BETA 614-378-6297
SHETBURNE FILMS

54545 SR 681
Reedsville, Ohio 45772

15t{} 37&629t

THE HIDDEN SIGNATS ON SATETIITE TU
..THE SECRET SIGNATS ON THE BIRDS''

I Stereo Subcarriers
I Telephone channels
r World News Sentices
r Audio Subcarriers
t Teleprinter News - Press
I Commodity News sen ices
I Radio Channels- Networks

r stock Market Reports
I Teletext UBI)
r All Single Channel Per Carrier

Services (SCPC)
r Multiplex Data channels

Plus Many Other "Hidden
Services"

A Technical Book Covering the Reception of:

NEW "SECRET SICNALS" BOOK
A completeworkcovering the Hidden services, thesvstems, the equipment,
how these services are used, how these services can be utilized, what they
mean to ourfield.This bookforinformation use onlv. Notto be used forthe
reception of unauthorized signals or pay services.

visa and Mastercarct welcome sl 4.9$ o,u, s1.7s for shippins & handlins.

CSD RElr,ER SERVICE, PO Box 1O0B5B
Fort Lcuderdole. Ft 33310, 3A5l//1 O5A5

Dealer Inquiries InvitedDealer MemDer
NSFNtrE
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r  t  -r ts.  frnSat@
O a ^rrr Fleasons I o lvl.'.v^.;r liclesl
10 Great Reasons To tr/laKe OnSata

Your ir'oice rn Progrffi*rtry

FREE WEEKLY SUBSCRIPTIONS SENT TO YOUR STORE
N O D I STR I BIJTO R ADV ERT IS'NG

A COMMISSIOru TOR EVERY SUBSCRIPTION YOU SELL.
N O D I STRI B IJTO R ADV E RT ISING

EXTRA COPIE. FREE FOR SPECIAL EVENTS OR SHOWS.
NO D I ST R I B UTO R ADV ERT IS/NG

THE "EASIEST TO USE'' PROGRAM GUIDE IN THE INDUSTRY'
N O D I ST R I B IJTO B ADV ERT IS'NG

ONLY $45.00 FOR 52 lssuEs PER YEAR'
NO D I ST B I B IJTO R ADV E RT IS'NG

,,r*
o join otrr  f tnc^^ ^ilfi:f;fil|;ffi 

*r8"'.1nr:!x?ri,i""ilsa?#n:rJH:,"r:"",r,:,,i,;
ilffi;;,ff:--;#;;: ""rE; ;ilffi :i/.e13 tl ;,,:j$r;

E Please enrol l  me in the Dealer program todayl
Business Name

Telephone Number

Manager or Contact's Name

State - Zip



E Please enroll me in the STV Dealer Program todayl

BUSINESS NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE - ZIP

TEI-EPHONE NUMBER

MANAGER OR CONTACT'S NAME

STV Dealer Program o P.o Box 2384 o Shelby, NC 28151-2384



Today and Tomorrow
$el ls l tse l f .o .

Permanently lubricated
motorized mount

Perforated aluminum .040 thick
4 ghz & 12 ghz compatable

Patented hub design for easy
inslallation

CALL. . NATIONAL SATELLITE COMI{UNICAilONS'"
(EXCLUSTVE WORLDWT DE DTSTRTBUTOR)

dEscrembler
(ups sHtpPABLE . EASY tNSTALLAT|ON, I BOLTS)

PIONEER MEMBER OF

o NA.oNALsArELLrrEcoMMUNrcA.oNsre's ASFhCE

NATTINAL 1.800.8334485
,Nf,r.y. 1.800.522.3538

Snap together rim for easy
instal lat ion

,.*-F3 ".-' j*,'%u$ff
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SpaceMate'M is changing a lot of peoples minds
about the practicality of a six-foot satellite dish

Several mill ion dollars have been invested in
the design and tool ing of SpaceMate-and the
result is a dish that, with the proper electronics,
provides exceptional video reception from any
C-band satel l i te

SpaceMate has been engineered for conven-
rence and f or maximum consumer acceptance.
The seven-piece dish and mount f i t  into two
compact, UPS-shippable boxes SpaceMates"see-through" 

construct ion and ebony color
reduce its visual impact regardless of the
surrounding ter ra in .

And now SpaceMate is available with either a
true polar mount or a l ightweight,  al l -aluminum
AZ-EL Patio mount that includes easy-to-follow
rnstructions and a highly accurate aiming device
for do-i t-yourself  assembly and aiming fonly 10
mrnutes required) Both mount designs are
low-cost and UPs-shippable, so you can offer
customers the application that best fits their
budgets

Best of all SpaceMate is available for
immediate del ivery

lf you're one of those skeptics who thought
youd never be satisfied with the performance
of a six-foot dish, why not get more details, or
even a free demonstration? Distributors contact
THE STOLLE CORPORATION, a subsidiary of
{lumingry C_ompany of America, iS01 Michigan

Kansas Oregen
QlAry eATH s,ysTEtvls NATI0NAL SATELLITE snc iruousrnres
Birmingham, {205) 655-3235 C0MMUNICAII0NS 0ntari0, {b03) ago-ZZOt
Arizona 0verland Park, (913) 888-6343 SFC INDUSTBTES

AUTHORIZED SPACEMATE DISTRIBUTORS

ECHOSPHERE Kentucky
Phoenix,1602) 431-0900 STAR PATH SySTEMS
California Jamest0wn, (S02) 343-3BgB

cnslt TV suppry cot\lpANy STAR PATH SYSTE|MS
Los nnqetei , l2ts i  zoi  l tqe Lexinqton r606r 276-4435

ECH0SPHERE Michigan
Sacram0nr0, {S16) 381-5084 SATC0 USA

Colorado
ECHOSPHERE

Lansing, {51 7l BB2-4594
Missouri

wirsonviile, (503) 682,2467

Pennsvlvania
SATCO USA
Harrisburg, (717) 652-485i
Tennessee
ECHOSPHERE
Knoxvi l le,  (61 5)  966-4114

Texas
ECHOSPHEBF
Dallas, (214) 630-8625
SATELLITE DEALER SUPPI.Y
Beaumont, (409) 842-0554
SATELLITE DEALER SUPPLY
Spring,  (713) 288-9104
SRC INDUSTRIES
Kerrville, (51 2) 895-5501

Virg.jnia
BLUEFIETD DISTRIBUTING
Bichmond, lB04) 649 -7 521
West Virg in ia
B & J ENTEBPRISES
Keyser, (304) 788-0060
BLUEFIELD DISTBIBUTING
Bluefield, (304) 325.2431
SATCO USA
St. Alans, (304) 155-3474

Wisconsin
AMATURE FLECTRONIC SUPPLY
Milwaukee, 141 4) 442' 4200

Englewood, {303) 761-4782 DISC0 DISTRtBUTtNG C0.
Florida Kansas City, (816) 22i-7888
rrrqlCINAL SATELLTTE ?lsc0 D|STR|BU|NG C0
iOlrNUrrirCri i iOl iS- S{Louis,{3i4)664-2000
0rlando, {305) 851-4738 New Jersey
SOUTH EAST SAIELTITE CABLE TV SUPPLY COMPANY
Pompano Beach, (305) 975-5300 Cinnaminson, (609) 829-0100
sOuTH EAS I S{TELI tTt New YorkSt .August ine t904rB24-19 l5 i f fn r rOrVnL 'bnr iLLr r r
ldaho C0IIMUNICATI0NS
SATELLITE TV INCSRp9RATED Clifton Park,1518) 383,2211
Pocatello, (714) 771-7060 North Carotina
lllinois STAR PATH SYSTEIVTS
CABLE TV SUppLy C6MpANy Hiilsborough, l9lg) 732.9367
Addison 13121 543-9800 Ohio
\10NlT0R ^CRYSTAt StBVtCt axrralUpg g1 FCIBONtC SUpplyWatseka. r815r 432,b296 Wickl i f fe, r2i6r bB5_7398
YTOMAN.S DISTRIBUTING CO, OABLF IV SUPPLY COIV]PANYPeoria 13091 691-3282 Biecksvi i le 12t6r S26 Ogi9
lowa SATC0 USA
yE6tViAN,S DtSTBtBUTtNG 96. New Phjladelphia, (216) 339-7779
Davenport, (319) 386-2910
YTOI\4AN'S DISTRIBUTING CO.
Des Moines, {515) 280-8179

t
.t
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" $!reet,  PO Box 221, Sidney, OH 45365
Phone:  1-800-556-3203 
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Advertiser lndex
1 .  A D M
2. Avcom Inside Front Cover,53
3 . C o o p ' s S u b  . . . . . 7 3
4. DH Satell i te . 48

l .o,
SERVICE CENTER

INTERSAT IG 160 & 170
REPAIR FACILITY

TOTAL UPDATES

1.5 SOFTWARE AVAILABLE

FEATURING
RAMSTAR

FEPLACEMENT MOTOH DRIVES

Gall MIGRO-LINK TEGHNOLOGY
AT 314-781-8668

FOR RETURN AUTHOHIZATION

5. Delta Satellite Corporation . . 12-13
6 . E S P  . . . . . . 2 3
7, Echosphere 1
8. Electromechanical Research ' 57
9. Fluke Mfg. Company . . . 4

l 0 . H i d d e n S i g n a l  .  . . . . 7 4
1 1 . K a u l - T r o n i c s  . . .  ' 6 4
12. Merrimac Satell i te . 80
l 3 . M i c r o L i n k T e c h  . . . 8 0
14. MicroSat . 69
l s . N a t i o n a l A D l  . .  . 6 7
1 6 . N S C  . . . . 7 7
17.  Nemal  Electronics .  .  .71
l 8 . O d o m E n t e r p r i s e s  . . . . 4 5
1 9 . O n S a t  . . . . 7 2
2 0 . P a r a c l i p s e .  . . 4 Q - 4 1
2 1 . P i c o  . . .  . 7 1
22. Quality Pipe . . 5' l
2 3 . R a y d x S a t e l l i t e S y s t e m s , L t d . . .  . . . . 1 7
2 4 . S M | C  . . 6 9
2 5 . S a t e l l i t e C o m m . S y s t e m  . . . . . 2 7
2 6 . s a t e l l i t e E a r t h S t a t i o n  . . .  ' 7 3
27. Satell i te Relay . 9
2 S . S a t e l l i t e R e t a i l e r  . . .  . 6 4
2g .Sa te l l i t eT imes  .  .  . 60 -61
30. Satell i te TV & You . 51
3 l . S a t e l l i t e V i d e o S e r v i c e s  . . .  . 2 1
32. SAT-TEC Sales, Inc. . Back Cover
33 .sc ien t i f i cA t l an ta  . . .  6 -7
34.  Shelburne Fi lms .  .74
3 5 . S p e c t r u m C o n s u l t i n g  . . .  . . . 1 6
36. Stolle Corporation . . 78-79
37.  Uniden .  33
38. United Satell i te Systems Inside Back Cover
3 g . V o c a t i o n a l  C e n t e r  . . . . 8 0
4O.WesternSatell ite . . . 2-3
41 . West, Inc.

Use Your Wireless Control

FROM ANY ROOM!
Works with most infrared
remote  cont ro l  rece ivers  o r  VCR's .

wTwlulAftK-

SWITCH GOMPONENTS

FOR YOUR TM

M///////ffipfw
MU LT I. ROOM IELEY'SIO,V

SYSTEM

Wholesale and Retai l  Sales

800-545-3522
ln Wisconsin 800-362 -7212

(Authorized Video Link" Distributor)

MERRIMAC ne EE

SATELLITE
327 Palisade St. Merrimac Wl 53561

.-
VISA

L-

@
Ei-A
iwl

INSTALLATION

3-day Workshops
lnsta l lers Curr i iu lum

Ttandt-on hainin4
with state-of-the-art
TVRO EquiPment

Preregister. WorkshoP fee
ol $225 includes instruc-
t ion, materials, textbook,
notebook and lunch for
three days. VISA or
MasterCard accePted.

February 26-28
March  19-21
Apr i l  23-25
May 28-30

Cal l  o r  wr i te :
Adult Education
The Francis Tutt le
Vo-Tech Center
12777 N.  Rockwel l
Ok la .  C i ty ,  OK73142
(405) 722-7799



Quartz Synthesized Tuning - Total Programming Capabilities: Block Down'Con-
version - KU Compatable - Selective Parental Lock-out - Soft Touch Con-
trols - Prima Picture Quality - UHF Full Function Remote Control - Complete
Descrambler Compatability - Built-in Actuator Controller - Stereo Processor.
You won't find a system more complete. The SB-3 is the system of tomorrow
brought to you today.

St. Hi laire,  MN 56754
Phone (21 8) 681-561 6
watts 'l-800-328-7733

=.-u{'IE3lM- E
Betler By Design
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